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Associate Direct or : C. V O.RS TEUvIAN.
By reason of the fact that this review is pub:'is hed in close relation with

« L 'ASTROSOPHIE »,its sis ter r e1·ie w (in th e Frencl1 langua ge), it has the
unusual advantage of possessing a s ta ff of cuntribntors from all 8urnpcan
countries, as well as the colla boration nf tlie leadin g !<;ngli:sl! an<l Amern.: an
writers in the subjects belon ging tu its special domain.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE
England and colonies 10/ 6-United States of America....... .. ..... .... 2.15
Countries outside pos tal acco rd of S tockh olm 70 frnn("S Fl'c1wli
In side pos tal accord of S t ockholm . . .... .. .. ........... . .. 60 fr a ncs Fren ch
France and colonies. .. . . .. .. ... . . ... . . ... .... ... ... . ...... 50 fran cs Frencli
ADDRESS AS BELOW
ADVERTISING RATES. - P er page, p er inse l'I ion, 60 / - (Sl 5.00); 1/z pa g·:},
30/ - (S 7.50) ; l / ::l page , 20/ - (S 5.00 ); % p age, 16/ - (S 4.00 ) ; l / G page,
12/ - (S 3.00); :Ys pa ge, 10/ - (S 2.50) . .Re1l ur ti un on yearly r o11t1ar:t,;.
CHEQUES ON ANY BANK

INS TI TUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CAR 'I'Hl.GE
President : OltEA E. \Vl'.\O US T ; Secretary : i\llle \'AN \\".\l.CllRE:\;
Founder and Director : FlLl\ NCIS ROLT-Wl:l8t::Llm l'h . IJ.
1) Publication. The 111:<ti tu te pu bl'i ;; li es « L"ASTHOSOl'l!IE » tl1e
leading
ps nl1i<·
occ ult re1·iew iu ti.e Frc11d1 laug-uag-e. IL '·'
al'So the
of Tllt::
2 ) Horoscopes. -- Tl1e l11 s ti111t e maintains a staff fur l1iµ:l.J-grade
on a strietly pcl'sonal lrn:sis, 110 work « in series» IJeiug pel'mit Led. i\linor 11·01 I;
will not be
Fon!' ;;y;;tc ms are e111plu.1 ed : a ) tl1e S«ieutili(" Sys1c111.
bl the KaliLalistic Syste111. c) th e S ele11 ologfral ( A ral.Ji c ) S.n;te111 a11d, d) !lie
S_yml.Joli c Sys tems. Fol' full detail s sec ach-el'ti i=:ing png·c fa(·iug tl1is one.
J ) Corresponden ce Courses.- (In Englis h o r F1 c1tcl1 ). These al't:!
full11" -:
A. -

A :. .;'J'J1t)L()(; \', /II

B. - ORA.CC LA R SCIE NCES : 1) Th e T a rot, 24 lessons ; 2) Pure
Knbbali s m, 2-! less uu s; ::l) lli g-he i· Kabba li s rn , 24 lesso ns.
The A s trolog-i<·al Cunl'se is li_v far tlie most cot11plete µ:i1 ·en in auy •·u1111t l':-· .
It inelu1les 10 series of 7 less1111s eac h, or 01·er 750 pages iu all. Qnesl i1111:; :1 l'e
attached to eai:!J lesso11, a11d :<e ri1111 s s tud e nts 011:·.1· ll"ill Le ron·eple•I. '[',,.,,
el:aminnlious dose the (·1111!'se. Ce rtifi c:. t es a11d diJ1l11111as will Lie g-rauled L•>
s uccessful canditlntes. Tl 1e l'onl'se is cli1·id ed as fulloll's :
I. How to Draw a Horcscc•pe
6. Primary Directions
2. Interpretatior. 7. Rectificat_on.
3. Interpretal;on - S·,·nthesis
8. The Hore3::0t>e ..Jetai!ed
4. Es0teric Astr0logy 9. Advanced
· 5. The Progressed
I 0. Steliar
Th e t erm s f or th e 1rh ole cou rse a re Ten P o nn ds of Fif t.v DJ l!al's paym ent
in adn1111:e or for enc·!1 se ries in nrlv!tnc>e ; if Jl<l_l"JT1e11t is 111:1de It\ "<'l'H'"· 1,,,,
term s a l'e £ 1. 4. Od. o r S ix Dollars eac h. Th e Co urse is so
nnd
emhrnr·ing that all s tucle11ts m11 s t begin at th e l.Jcg-inni11g.
Each of the Courses in the Oracular Sciences consists of 2-! lessons. Tire
T e rms. fo r each of t he cou rses a re Fo nr P oun ds o r 'l'\\'en t y Dollars, pnyrn ent in acl n 111 re. If pa yment fo r th e
eo urse is mad e in ndrnnee th e
t c1·m s will ·be T en Pound s or F ift :v Dollnrs. A ce rtificate ll"ill be gi1·en t.l
s u1·ccssful s tudents.
Cheques or Mone:v Ord e rs to Dr. Francis ROLT-WHEELER, Director,
INS1ITUT A':lTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CAR'IHAGE , 1 UNI8IE, N. AFRICA

)
ASTRDLDGIOUE. DE CARTHAGE
TRIPLB HOROSCOPES

A horoscope contains two
e_lements : 1) a
setting
of character, and 2) an analysis of the rntluences p1:oducrng: the e1·ents which
wi:·J conie into the life; Destiny is the result of the mterachon of both. What
happens to u·s is only partly pre-determined; the decisive factor lies in FreeWill - our character and our conduct.
.
There is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of character, and there
is no such thing as a true half-diagnosis. Cheap and incomplete horoscopes,
or hoi'oscopes done in series by formal methods are often apt to be misleading.
Every horoscope must be a
anJ ·individual piece · of work, else it is
better to have none at all.

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES

Condensed Natal Jioroscope for a child, dealing mainly with
bealth ancl occupation , 1 chart, a bout 8 p ages .. .......... ... £ 1.10.00 S 7 50
Condensed Natal Horoscope and Progressed Direction for
the current year in advance, character and probable destiny, 2 cliarts, about 16 pages .......................... .. ........ £2.00.00 S 10 O•J
Complete Natal Horoscope, esoteric and pratical. detailed
Progressed Directions for cunent year in advance, Fixed
Star chart, 3 charts, 01·er 24 p ages ...................... .. ...... £4.00 .00 S 20 00

KABBALISTIC HOROSCOPES

Condensed Kabbalistic Sys lern , natal, 1 ehart, 8 pages ..... . £ 1.10.00 S 7 60
Complete ·Kabbalistic system, with Kabbalistic progression
for cul'l'ent year in ach a nc e, 2 ch a rt s, a bou t 16 pages ... £2.00.00 S 10 01)

SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenolog'ical system, na tal, 1 chart, 8 pages .. :.. . £ 1.10.0( S 7 50
Complete Selenological system, with PrJgression for current
year in advance, 2 cha rts lG pages .. .. ................. .. .... £ 2.00.00 S 10 OU

TRIPLE SYS'IEM HOROSCOPES

Condensed Scientific, Stellar, Kabbu listic and Selenological
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Charts, f rom 30 to 40 pages ......... £6.00 .00
Complete and detailed analysis of a l'l · systems .and all Progressions for tlie current year in ad 1·anca. 7 chart.J, a_bout
60 pages ......................... . .. . . . ...... ... .. ................ , .. £8.00 .00
Complete and detailed analysi:s as above, on · heav) paper,
strongly bound in book form, with blank charts in each
system for tLn years to follow, and with frontispiece of
·n ative 's personal Kabbalis ti e talisman on parchm ent .. . £ 10.00.00
Progressed Directions to yearly clients, for the current year
in advan ce, 1 chart, abou t 10 pages ....... .. .................. £2.00.00
Horary Charts and Interpretations (answers to special quesdate and hour when
tions propounded, l·etter to
decision was taken to seek advice) ........................... £2.00.00
Birth-Hour Rectifications wi t h ii horosco pe ord er ............ £3.00.00
R.ectifiration required witbout a horosco pe order ............ £4.00.00

S 30 110
S 40 OC'

S 50 00
3 10 00
S IO 00
S 15 1111
S 20 00

REQUIREMENTS
In every case, Name, Place, Date, and Hour (exactly, if possible approaccompany the order. If a Kabbalistic
ximately,
all ev.ents) of Birt.h
the Christian. name (both baptismal and as commonly
Horoscope is
·
used) must be give?, and, .for marned women, the maiden name also.
blrtb-ho.ur
be learned from parents, relatives.
,When the
fnends, doctor or m1dw1fe, Rectificat10n is necessary, a difficult matter lr
such case the order must be
the extra· charge, a photogi:apl.
(fuU-face preferred) and a list of events lll the life of the native such as
1ates of death of parents! marriage, births of children, accidents: sudden
illnesses, etc., that calculat10ns may be made from events to birth-hour.
Cheques may be dr-awn on any bank.
FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D.
Director: INSTIT_UT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE

CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA
ALL WORK DONE PEB.SONA,LLl

'KNOW YDURSBLF' WALL - CHAftTS, !TC...
NEVER BEFORE has such a STUPENDOUS undertaking been accomplislJeLl,
as the creating of these «MASTERPIECES»: Though self-explanatory, wiliJ
side notes and numerous . thrilling illustrations,-at present We INCLUDE
A MASTER KEY COURSE OF LESSONS, ABSOLUTELY FREE. THER:J!;FORE, DO NOT DELAY ORDERING, 'l'he GREATEST MINDS look up
above money-riches TO GRASP KNOWLEDGE.
THE E. J. S'l'EVENS COLOR CHART PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE,EDUCATIONAL, AR'llSTIC, SCIENTIFIC, INSPIRATIONAL. (For the
present, with Nos. 9 01· 10 or 11 Charts, we include, absolutely free of charge,
a priceless Master Key Set of Lessons.
No. 8. Stevens Chart of «KNOW YOUR BODY» and Zones, Vital 0.rgans,
Glands, Cells, etc., with notations. Male and Female Auras in colors.
ization, Gonads, etc.
No. 9 World's MASTERPIECE CHART OF MAN, .in Science, History
alld Symbology, 110 illustrations an<! notations gathered from the world'q
librairies.
·
Ne. 10. Planetary man and his Power Centers, Cbakras, Auras, Colors,
Lotus Seals, Cosmic Rays, EctoplasmR, etc. (:30
revelations.)
No. ll. 14 inclusive ( 4 in 1) Cosmic Creation and Ascent of Man, etc. A
Masterful Creation-Profusely i llustrated and described. Natural, Occult,
Super-Scien ti.fie.
No. 15. The E. J. Stevens Chart of Human Zones, Organs, 10 fine illusti-ations. Numeration and Sense Centers, A.urns from the Nude of Male and
Female. Extra ordinary photo-engraved Auras. An invaluable Chart.
No. 16. The Great Family of Human Glands, including Endochrine (Ductless) their inner and extensive planetary relations, etc. (7 insert condensed
lessons). Magnificent and the World's Greatest Gland Chart.
No. 17. The New and Practical Astrology, 4000 years of Wisdom-Two
Solar Families and YOU. (A. Masterpiece). A.quarian Age Data, Value of R
score of books.
No. 18. Brains, Spinal Centers, 2 Great Nervous Systems, Adjustment
Lessons, Metabolism, Cells, Atoms, Electrons Six printed lessons attached.
:No. 19. N.B. Nos. 1 to 7, are our series of Anatomical Charts, No, 10 is
on the Tarot. Nearly 100 illustrations, etc. Prices 1/3 higher than the others.
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the most Popular size-18x24 reduced
from 10.00 dollars to....... ...... .................................. .......... 6.50 dollars.
on each of the 18 charts.
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the Smaller size- 12x15 to 16 reduced
from 6.00 dollars to......................................... ... .. ............ . 5.00 dollars
(on each of above).
These are in de .luxe co.Jars and cloth mounted, incl u·des .lesson attached or
all prepaid, insured. Non-colored at 1.00 dollar less.
Larger sizes supplied. Order Y4 to 112 dozen in 10 days 10 per cent.
N. B.-OUR CHARTS HA VE THE CHARM AND WEALTH OF THE
WORLD'S BEST BOOKS. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR «INTRODUCTORY> OFFERS FOR YOUR SECTION AND YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
WILL ENJOY NATURE'S Finer Forces!
Why search through numerous libraries and thousands of books to secure
this wealth, when you can receive it at such smaU cost? Remit for the charts
in any convenient form. We pay postage and insurance.
ADDRESS

E. J, S. STEVENS

COMPANIES

2*2 Powell St., San Francisco, Calif., U.S.A.

DUCTLESS (jLANDS

The world's greatest gland chart lessons

The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which
contains Anatomical, Mental, Cerebro:-Spinal, Creative, Astronomi·

cal, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, Electro-Magnetic and color aspects.
In compliance \Vith urgeut requests by the healing and educational fraternities, this masterpiece creation was co-operatively executed by Ernest J.
Stevens, M. Sc., Ph. D., who was ch1·istened by Luther Burbank,-cthe
Burbank of the Human Plant». Dr. Stevens is a life honorary member of the
L'an-Amer. Med. Ass 'n., an active member of the American Association for
the Advancement of Scitmce and varied 'Scientific occult and metaphysical
associations, an author of several scientific works, also an artist and international lecturer. The following seven condensed lessons are inserted on chart,
between the gorgeous pictures, photo-colored.
1. GLANDS, THEIR COLORS AND BASIC, URGES, etc ...
2. GLANDS, THEIR USES AND FUNCTIONS, LOCATIONS, etc .. .
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND PLANETARY METALS, eta .. .
4. PREDOMINA1'ING COLORS IN GLANDS AND PLANETS, etc ...
5. SEVEN GREAT NERVE CENTERS (« CHAKRAS »), BRAINS, _etc ..
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND L01 US SEALS, etc, etc .. .
7. SEVEN GLAND ELECTRO-MAGNE'l'IC CONTROLLERS, etc ...;
With the assistance of recog·nized experts and after years of patient research, this chart has been created and bas already been pronounced the finest
ULAND CHART ever produced. lt is, in fact, an encyclopaedic creation anii
all advancing students of Nature, and of progressive thought, will hail thi;i
invaluable contribution.
This- combined color Chart, Calendar and Map, comes in three _sizes,
·
mounted on fine linen : '
SPECIAL INTRODUCT()RY PRIOE _
12 x 16 inches, S3.50 - In colors S5. 00 i;i ot coloi'e<l S3.50.
18 x 22 to 24 in ches - In cofors i·ed ucerl from SJO.QO to S6.50
40 x 50 od-d inches-Jn colors a nd with rollers r edu ced from S50.00 to

CATARRH• FLU <GRIP.>
GASTRITIS

-·

ASTHMA

·-

COL.OS

••

ETC.

- All nose, t hrnat and chest troubles (and
the fhrice
international gold medal- awarded
Stevens Balsam Pocket Sanitarium
for inhaling use--safe and sure cure and prevention by inhalation
in Nature's method.
Nature's Balsam Air Inhalations
A perfectly natural as well as scientific «aid to nature» method in accord::i nce ·with Nature's laws, a nd at infinitely less expen se than having ' to live
a t or near :v<h ea lt.h resort built up in th e ·pin es or cedars».etc. for a week or so.
GOES

TO

THE

ROOT

OF

Stopperl-np Noses ; «Frog-in -tb e-1'hroat ;» Nasa•l Dischal'ges; Hawking and
Spitting; Snoring at Night ; Bad Breatb; Frequent Colds and Catarrhal
(Indigestion) Conditions of the Stomach; Difficult Breathing; Smothering
Sensation in Dreams; Sudden Fits of Sneezing; Dry Mucous in Nose; and
any of the otber symptoms that indicate approaching or present Catarrh,
Inflammatory and Congested membranes and growths back of the n'.;ose and
throat caused by Stomach and Catarrh. E:irneedingly popular among Singers,
Actors and Speakers.
.
An inexpensive and delightfd treatment.
Balsam a plenty and directions included for this magazine's readers-$3.00.
You will be sattsfied. 75.000 sold. NO FAILURES REPORTED.
Never gets out of order - Clean and alw&ys ready for use
(Satisfaction or money back)
Remit in any form you like to--

DR. ERNEST S. STEVENS, M. S,, PH. D.
242 rowen Street,

San Fran-:se.>, Califofnj<t.

VS4

FOYLE 'S SPECIAL OFFERS i
Psycho-Graphology
A Study of RAPHAEL SCHERMANN . By Bagger
A Fttle 1man w)th a gathering of critics around
him, read «vi s ions» from handwriting . He wai;;
Raphael Sche rma nn, the Vienna «wizard» of
Graphology, the science of script . Publd. at 3/6
Offered, r;iew at 1 /4, post free on approval.

The ,V I & VII Books of ¥oses,
or Moses' Magical Spirit-art. Known as the wond..!rful
art of the old wise Hebrews, taken from the
Mosaic Books of the Cabala a nd the Talmud for
the good of mankind. Translated from the German, word for word, according to old writings.
With numerous engravings.

Offered at

4 I4

post free

Both Books sent on approval. -

Quote offer 225

FOR
OCCULT

-

119-12S Charing Cross Rd. LONDON. W,C. 2

And bow to select th em. THE PIDLOSOPHY

FORl"UNATE· OF PLANETARY INFLUENCE AND PLAN-

E'l.'ARY HOURS. A comprehensive ana:lysis
of Planetary influence over the every"day afPrice
fairs of life. Delving· into the records of the
past fo r a lin e ou the pr esent. Gathering and
tabulating t he r esea rches of a ll ages and giving <logical reas-ons why
various impulses are stro nger at one period than at another. Attra<>tive
Art Cover, with Cba1't.
Price 75c.
A wonderful device whic h shows AT A GLANlflLAN.ETARV CE th e P lane ts that ru le each hour 0£ the day
and the influence they exert. Arranged in harHOU R DIAL mony with -laws discovered tbo nsands of years
Price 7Sc
ago by ancient Chaldea n and Egyptian Astrolog·ers. Cleared of all mystel'y so that aH may
read, underst!J.nd, and apply it for tben;iselves. A knowledge of Astrology n-0t
Will la >;t a lifetime.
·
·
Price 75 c.
OF PLANETARY INFLUENCES. 600 refeLUCKY HOUR rences at a glance. Eve1·y-day qu estions - of
R. T
b.usiness and pleasure tabulated so tllat the
CHA
answers can be seen at a glance. THE PLANPrlc;:• 1 sc
ETARY HOUR DIAL shows which P la net is
ruling· each hour of the day. THE LUCKY
HOUR CHART SHOWS WHAT TO DO WITH THAT HOUR.
Price 15 c.
For sale by all dealers or by

HOURS

THE SIMPLEX PUBLISHING Co
BOX 595

SEATTLE, U. S. A.

. .

STUDY FOR DEGREE
'of
Doctor of Psychology (Ps. D.)
Doctor of Meta<physics (Ms. D:)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by correspondence• in the quiet of your
own home, or by resident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further information.

College of Divine Metaphyai·gs Inc.
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President
Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel BuHding
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

.+++++++++++++++++++++++++

Ouija Planchette "Combination"! !
Can be used as
PLANCHETTE or OUIJA BOARD. Perfect in design, beautifully finished on our Ball-bearing principle. A combination of the
I
two most sensitive instruments for obtaining SPIRIT MESSAGES.
Direct, Rapid, and Distinct. Complete in Box with directions for use,
chart and accessories, delivered free
at 7s. 6d. each. Post
your order NOW.-WEYERS BROS., Scientific Instrument
Makers, 18-19, Glebe Road, Kingsland, London, E.8. An Ideal
Present.

roonn Sign Book
Will Bring You
SUCCESS
All Through 1931
'fells H ow, Wh at, Wh en You should
do things for
success. Practical, Complete, 120 pages, Good 365
days. Our 26th Annual E dition (It
must be good.) Price Sl.00. You are
invited to write for Catalog «BOOKS with a PURP OSE »-FIREE
W. F. CORNELI, 39 Thayer St.,
Rochester N. Y.-USA
(New York State Dist ributor. )

Brotherhood of The Holy
Pentagram
Box 341, Plattsburg, NEW-YORK
U.S. A.
We offer courses in Psychology,
Occultism, Ancient Magic, the Secret
Doctrine in Free-Masonry and Spiritualism.
We have an unlimited supply of
rare and out of print Occult. Mystical, P sychological, Masonic and Astrological books. Also we search for
and procure any book you may desire
Send for our book catalogue and
onr bookl'et, GENERAL INFORMAT WN T S re la ti ve t o . our courses
wbicJ1 you would find most interest'..
i11g- and in structive .
Gazing crystals, Incense of many
varieties, also individual incense
Prices upon application.

UNlCVER§A.L UNlCO>N 22J
for the
DIFFUSION OF BUDDHISM

Presents exclusively the real philosophical or esoteric expression of
the Teaching of the Buddha, without any form of clerical organisation.
All inquiries answered-Please include postage.
Juan D. Grau, San Ricardo Alta 2 I, Santiago de Cuba.
The French and German Buddhist Missions are in formation.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++

COURSE IN

ESOTERIC
KABBALISM
The lnstitut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of
the most complete and profound Correspondence Course in Kabbalism ever yet prepared.

THE HIDDEN TEACHING
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious students, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground coPtained in the Course.
·

I. THE TAROT
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination)

II. KABBALISM
(The Secret Tradition of Hebrew Lore)

III. HIGHER KABBALISM
(Esoteric teaching from ancient sources)
These three Courses
the gist of much Hermetic teaching, of
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and popular appeal despite
the scholarly treatment.

72

LESSC>N'"S
Ten Pounds or Pifty Dollars
(The Tarot, only, Four Guineas, or 20 Dollars)
CF.l:E:!Q"'C....TE:!S

C>1'T

.A.:N""Y

:E3.A.1'Tl?C.

+

Each lesson is followed by a set of questions, and the answers will
be personally corrected. A certificate of the Institute is given to successful students.
Address Cheques and Mone}) Orders to
Dr. FRANCIS ROL T-WHEELER
Director: lNSTITUT AsTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA

NATURE'S PATH
The Best Health Magazine
in its Domain
Official Organ of the American
Natur9pathic Association
It has Helped Thousands To A
Healthy and H appy Life
You must r ead it , if you wan t:
t o lead a Healthy
and Useful Life
25c a Copy
3.00 Dollar a year
Four months' subscription
for $1.00
P remiums for new subscribers
;;-ree advice in all things pcrtainin€
to health and disease prevention
Address all orders to
Dr. BENEDICT LUS T, '236 EAST
35th. ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE NATISNAL
ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
(U. s. A.)
An organization founded in the interest of educational. scientific a.stro·
logy. Membership in the Association ·1
Three Dollars the year, which includes
THE JOURNAL, a quarterly magazme.
Its contributors include such authorities as Llewellyn George, Manly P.
Hall, Augusta Foss Heindel. George
J. Mc Cormack, Robert De Luce,
H. M. Le Apsley, M. D.
EDITOR

Carvl BURTON
Information of its objectives free
upon request to Executive se•;retary.
Box 141 Highland Park Station
LOS ANGELES
California, U. S. A.

ASTROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF
1
ASTROLOGY IN- ALL ITS BRANCHES

Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A.
10, WooDBOROUGH Rd., LoNDoN. S. W. 15
PRICE ONE SHILLING,· ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION,

4/ 6

POST FREE

THE DIRECT VOICE
A New M•razine devotl\d to the Direct Voice an4 other Pha1ea ef PSY ( HIC PHENOMENA

Containing the latest news of scientific investigations and results in
this and foreign countries. A page devoted to news from our
hers each month. A lecture, scientific in nature, received through the
DIRECT VOICE from those on the «spirit side» of life. These
talks are on the philosophy and natural laws governing the various
phenomena. Also articles on Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, Ectoplasm,
Materialisation, etc.
25c. Single Copy. Subscription, S2.50 per annum
Great Britain, 1s. 3d. Single Copy. Subscription, 12s. per annum,
THE SUNSHINE P UBLISHING COMPANY
225 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

••
A Journal of Ps'J)chical, Occult, and M'J)stical Research
«LIGHT» is by far the oldest and most exclusive British Journal
published in connection with Psychical and Mystical Research.Week
by week, throughout the year, it presents to its readers the most upto-date and reliable Psychic news and views, contributed by recogniJ..
ed authorities.
· u

LIGHT '"

ITS SCOPE AND

PURPOSE

Nearly fifty years ago «Lighb was founded to proclaim the reality
of life after death as a fact in Nature, affirmed not only by the religious instinct in mankind and the visions and intuitions of saints, seer•
and sages, but by scientific investigation of psychical phenomena.
This position it has firmly maintained, and to-day it finds its justificarion in the gradual growth of the idea amongst all classes, for
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Rcfltrtions·
OREDOM is the punishment of pretentiousness. No
one who is really intelligent can be bored. The mind of
a man or woman who is easily bored is a very emptJI
place. To confess oneself bored is to confess oneself
stupid; it is an admission that so-called learning has not
profited, for life is not intended to be a cabinet of cu·
riosities but a swirl of action.
He is ,in a sorry case who cannot find anyt hing in himiself ioorth
interest. He is in a worse case who can find nothing in Nature. And
the man who eliminates the Divine from his scheme of affairs is in
the worst posi·tion of all. His own mental processes sufficed Socrateti,
the humble earth-worm made of Darwin a great scientist, and a
perception of God inscribed upon imperishable pages the name of
Jakob Boehme.
It is one of the truths of Science that intensity of life iti in proportion to reaction to stim,ulus. Boredom is the inabili.t:i; to react . . The
person, there! ore, is onl:y ha_lf alive. But this state of semivitality is more dangerous than it seems, for it indicates not only
intellectual torpor, but also spiritual torpo;. It is as hurtful as it is
stupid. As in a vicious circle, it reduces the power to teact and weaqens
tlae soul as well as the m.ind.
To be blase, or to b.e bored, i& often taken
the unthinking as
a sifn of much knowledge or o{ worldly wisdom. !t u
tbt
1
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contrary. It indicates ignorance and an utter miscompre'hension of
life. Boredom is characteristic of the « flapper» and the «Johnnie»,
of the . < man-about-loUJfl » and the « society woman », useless and
self-important persons, as a rule. It would be a good thing if all
people who complain of being bored would realize that they are
pinning a placard on their chests: « I am a fool! »
Vitality, We have said, is in proportion to reaction to stimulus.
:< Jaded nerves » is a condition of a misuse of the nervous system,
and more generally this is the. result of trJ)ing to seek an artificial
stimulation by unhealthy processes. We have all seen . the young
man of 20 ,Years of age who «knows all that there is to be known
about women»; we smile pitJ)inglJJ, knowing that he will be more
aware of his lack of knowledge, ten JJears later. The }Joung woman
of 20, for whom « life holds no more secrets » has never even touched
a single one of those secrets, and has supposed the surface to be the
deeps. She, too,. will learn.
When Boredom touches the intellectual realm, it stops mental
growth. One of the most definite signs is a hankering for «modernity»
for « something new », and especially of some interest which can
be secured without trouble. This is nothing but the old desire of
building an edifice without foundations, of trying to put on a roof
where there are no walls. It carries on, further, in manJJ cases, to the
critical attitude, and the poor diseased mind-'-boredom is a self-induced disease-considers itself so superior that it undertakes to crJJ down
all that is fi11e and strong. To such a one, the great classics of literature are «prosy », the mighty composers of music « have no pep >>.
the old masters « couldn't draw », and everything W'hich has worth
and substance. is « dull ». Such folk have no manners, because good
conduct is « old-fashioned », they have. no conversation, since any
intelligent talk is << highbrow »; and theJJ have no
in Zif e with the necessar)1 sequence that Life has no interest in them. The
supercilious critic proclaims himself a trifler or a lack-brain with
every sentence of his criticism.
When Boredom touches the spiritual realm,, the result is even more
grave. This often takes the disguise of « tolerance », whereas in
truth it is nothing but lack of the power of thought and feeling, and
leads to shallow indifference. This form of shallow-pate has usually
a battery of titles for himself, he is a « utilitarian », a « reasonable
sceptic », a « materialist », a « determ'inist » or what not; as a
matter of fact he is the veritable mollusc of the spiritual scale. The
man who scoffingly speaks of all religion as a :·< superstition
·>-, gf'
.
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all faith as «
», of all philosophJJ and metaph}}sics a&
« wind-bagger)} » reveals himself as more superstitious than the
most credulous, for he worships his own fally; as more bigoted than
the most devout, for he deludes himself1• with his own importance;
and as more pedantic than the most eruaite, since he considers his
own conclusions asi final.
We have said that Boredom is a disease. It has this further danger
that it is contagious. From the men and women who find Life to
be of no interest or to have no goal or reason, it is well to keep away;
To the men and women who find pleasure in running down the Work
of others, it is wisdom not to listen. It is more profitable - as the
Scriptures put it - not « to keep company with unbelievers », for
unless a man has a belief in something his spiritual Worth is nil.
ff such there be among your acquaintance, drop them quietly. Let
it be gently known that the pose of boredom is a sign of mental and
spiritual inferiority. Choose your friends from those whose interests
are alive,. regardless of the subject of their interest, for every single
object in this world leads to great truth if it be studied or regarded
with a sufficient intensity.
I ·• · • • _,

•
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It is with profound satisfaction that the lnstitut Astrologique de Carthage, publishers of « The Seer » and of « L' Astrosophie», announces the foundation of the INTERNATIONAL
ASTROLOGICAL ARCHIVES ASSOCIATION, the details
of which may be found on the first advertising page facing
the last page of text of the present number. It is our intention
to begin by the collection of 100,000 horoscopes, for comparison and research work, to be held at the disposition of astrologers, all the world over. These Central Archives will be kept
in the Astrological Library Building, to be built very shortly.
We ask every astrologer to send us copies of the charts in his
personal archives, with his own comment of the special interest of each on the back of the chart, in order to facilitate filing
and cross-reference indexing; and we ask every person who
possesses his own horoscope to become a member of the International Association (without the slightest cost, not even
for postage) and to send us a copy of his horoscope, or, at least,
the necessary details. Membership is held absolutely free, and
access to the Library and the Archives will also be kept per·
•- . . .-
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It ia of some interest to note that a large number of oery young
children possessing mediumnistic powers have recentl:y been reported.
At Berlin. a child not quite four :years old has been shown to
possess powers far beyond his years, and, in a state of light auto, suggested trance, to write short philosophic sentences in several tongues. In a village near Jassy. in Roumania, the mediumship of /lie
Ivanov, a bo:y 13 :years old, has been brought to the atteniion of the
authorities. Capt. Alexandrescu, captain of the gendarmerie at Jass')),
having been detailed to make an investigation, reports many examples
of telekinesis and two cas.e.s of prevision.

•••

A curious case of an explicator:y dream i.s reported in the German
press. Herr Alwin Bongschewa, 124 Reichenberger Strasse, Berlin.
was robbed one night recentl:y b:y a band of burglars. The work was
cleverly done, and the culprits left no traces. Three nights later Herr
Bongschewa dreamed that he saw his jewels in a pawn-shop, and
his dream showed him the streets through which he ought ·to pass to
arrive there. On his arrival, he recognized the place and the manager
as corresponding with what he had seen in his dream,. The police,
duly notified, scoffed at the information thus received, but the oictim
was able to identify his valuables, and also to give information which
led to the arrest of one of the members of the band.

J'ulfilltb 1Pttbictions
In the Januar:y is.sue of < The Seer >, on page 44, the following
prediction was made : Sweden. - Frontier difficulties, or some unfavourable diplomacy with border countries, Norway, Finland or
Russia., seems to be indicated. There is likely to be a royal mandate
issued in the matter. Under date of fan. 24, a week after the begin-

ning of the lunation, the Soviet Ambassador to Sweden (a woman)
was declared persona non grata, and ,was recalled by force to Russia .
She had also been engaged in communist propaganada in Finland.
On the same page : Italy. - Governmental plans will be found to
have carried too far, and a reversal of policy will be found necessary.

Following a formal statement issued on the 19th. Januar:y (and therefore written the ver:y da:y of the lunation) . b:y the British Press,
calling international ·attention to the irregular tribunal constituted for
the trial of the twent:y-four < anti-!ascist intellectuals >. (he Italian
Government found itself obliged to. provide some methdd wherebJJ
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the accused might be heard in their own defense. The proposed court
was a militar}J tribunal for treason, its hearings were to be secret, and
there was no appeal. B:Y reason of international pressure, the constitution of the court was changed.
On the same page : Japan. - Earthquake shock is indicated, and
as this is likely to be submarine in origin it may be accompanied by a
tidal wave. - The lunation has been startling b:y reason of submarine

earthquakes. On Jan. 24, fourteen shocks had been
from
Mexico, with loss of life in Misuatlan, south of Oaxaca. On Feb. 1,
a tidal wave swept the shores of Formosa, south of Japan, an·d on
Feb. 6 three towns in New Zealand near Hawke Bay were destroyed
with a loss of life exceeding a thousand persons.
On the same page : United States. - This lunation is peculiarly
bad for foreign trade, and it will be nece.ssary for the country to remove the high tariff duties. Under date of Jan. 21, Albert J. Wiggin,

Chairman of the Governing Board of the Chase National Bank the biggest American Bank - declared that it was American governmental financial ·mismanagement and high tariff which had brought
about the present world-wide depression. « America has sought >,
he said, in an official report « to sell to foreign countries more than
the:y could buy or pay for, and then to prohibit them from settling
with us b}J imposing upon their goods a practicallJ) prohibitive tariff ...
and at the same tme, to :drain off from European States all that they
could have furnished even under test co11ditions, under the head of
allied debi and amortization payment... The result has been a crash
that has echoed throughout the World. » In Arkansas, on Jan. 19,
500 American farmers stormed the shops of a small town, named
Englan:d, Ark. demanding food. The maJ)or was compelled to give
way. The Red Cross is feeding 1,800,000 people of the agricultural
population, most of whom are farmowners. « Even the fam om Mississippi floods », declares the Red Cross, «caused less fam'ine than
the high tariff hard times of the present moment. » A « bread call
for $ 10,000,000 to feed famine-stricken Americans was collected.
On page 43 the following prediction was ma'de : England. Some scientific discovery of war material, or some new explosive, the
On Feb.
secret of which will be held by Great Britain or

2nd. the announcement was made that German technicians had discovered a means of extracting helium from important mineral veins
in the Trans-Ural region, and that the same mineral has been found
in India. This is only « war material » in a secondary sense, for Zeppelins maJ) be used for commercial purposes in times of peace.

J stt

Sloob upon

11lost

JOSEPH MARY PLUNKETT

I see His blood upon the rose
And in the stars the glory of His eyes,
His Body gleams amid eternal snows,
His tears fall from the skies.

I see His face in every flower;
The thunder and the singing of the birds
Are but His voice -

and, carven by His power,

Rocks are His written words.

All pathways by His feet are worn,
His strong heart stirs the ever-beating sea,
His crown of thorns is twined with every thorn,
l.

His Cross is every tree.
•
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NOTE. - By reason of repeated requests from readers, these analyses o1
favourable dates have been classified. They are general, of course; the dates
especially favourn'ble to each person must be calc.u lated from his or her own
horoscope,
For indications prior to February 21, see the January fsrne of «The Seer».

F

OR GENERAL PURPOSES . ..._ Favourable Days and Hours. According to Solar, Lunar and planetary aspects, the most favourable days will be: Feb. 23rd. all day; 24th. morn; 26th. after;
27th. all day; March 2nd. after: 4th. after; 5th. all day; 7th.
•even; 8th. all day; 9th. all day; 12th. morn. and after; 15th. all
day; 17th. after.; 19th. all day.

Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Feb. 21st. all dsv; 24th. •a fter; 25th.
after; 28th. late morn., after; March 1st. morn; 3rd. after; 4th. late morn;
6th. all ·day; 7th. morn. and after; 12th. even; 13th. morn; 15 th. after;
20th. morn. and after.
ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - Favourable Days and Hours for
matters pertaining to affairs of the heart. - Best day of the month for a
man. - March 18. Best day of the month for a woman. - March 19. Other
good days: Feb. 24th. all day; March 2nd. late even.; 4th. morn; 19th. morn.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst day of the month for a man. March 3. Worst day of the month for a woman. - March 3, also. Other bad
days : Feb. 21st all clay ; March 7th morn. and after.; 9th. morn.; 10th even;
14th. morn.; 21st. all day.
BUSINESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Days and Hours. - Best Day
for Finance: March 2 Best Day for Steady Busi.ness Marcb 14. Best Day for
New Venture or Speculation March 9. Other good days: Feb. 23rd. after.;
24th. morn. March 5tb. morn.; 13 th. early morn.; 18th. even.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day for Finance. - Feb. 21st.
Worst Day for New Ventu11e or Speculation. - March 20. Other bad days,
- Feb. 24th. morn.; March 5th. after; '!th. after; 10th. after; 20th. morn.
VOYAGES AND LONG TRAVEL. - Favourable Days and Hours - Best
Day to start on a voyage. - There are no very favourable days during this
period. Unless urgent, delay travel one month.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Days to start on a Voyage. The week from Feb. 21 to Feb. 28 inclusive is menacing. Also from March 4
tu March 9. Also March 16.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS. - Arrange, if possible, between Feb. 21 and
March 3, or March 19-21. Favourable Days and Hours. - Feb. 26th. 6 a.m.
March 20, 5.30 p. m.
Avoid, if possible, between Miarch 4-18 inclusive. Unfavourable ·Days and
Hours. March 6th. 11.15 a.m.; 7th. 9.15 a.m.
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Birth at Baltimore, M'd., U.S.A., Sept. 20, 1876, at 1.48.40 a.m. (rectift,,d}
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jjoro.scopt of tQt
UPTON SINCLAIR
Author, Reformer, aoclal Eoonomlet, and Polltlolan

This horoscope is notable in many ways, but more especially as an example
of a dominantly powerful Mercury--H-is· an extraordinary setting-forth of a
nativity in which the planet of intellig·ence controls everything. Moreover,
this intellectual factor is simply hurled into the work of practical reform
and interest in material things, and there is no .room for anything else.
A study of the Quadruplicites and the Triplicities lifts this horoscope out
of the common at the first gfanee. Seven planets are in signs of Earth, an
over-powering proportion; s tranger still, five of these planets are in the
Mercurial sign of Virgo and all bear upon House II, the House of Finance.
It is not surprising that financial and social problems should have occupied
Mr. Sinclair and that his own driving· force should have caused him to leal
many an attack on the capitalistic system. Note, ·also, that Mercury has come
Direct on the very day of birth, and several times we have bidden our readers note that Mercury stationary, coming Direct at birth1 is a notable
iudication of mental energy.
.Still more queer, in a way, is the division of the quaidruplicities, with six
planetS' n the Mutable or Harmonic Signs, the more so as a driving intellect
is usually the !least harmonious factor possible. This hoids true in this case.
Paradoxical as the words may sound, the nativity suggests a savage desire
to enforce harmony, a wooing of the dove of peace with a club. This is the
horoscope of a man who believes that Reason is .a sufficient force ta move
the world. and that reform must necessarily come once people's eyes are
open to abuses.
Furthermore, though the character is lacking entirely in emotion and also
intuition (which one would not have suspected) it is receptive to a bewildering degree, and it is here that one realizes that Sinclair's ment·a-lity is so
hyper-sensitive that an injustice attacks the brain in much the same manner
that an emotion usually at.tacks the senses. It is intensified perception and
reception, it is not true feeling.
Upon this intensive mentality and this exagg·erated receptiveness is grafted
'a strange mixture of imaginative power and of sensationa.lism. The Moon, luminary of imagination, in the ambition-diving sign of the Sun, takes rule over
the First Rouse, the House of the Personality, while Neptune, planet of
sensation, is the culminating planet of the horoscope and rules the MidHeaven and House X, the House of Profession and of Occupation. Frankly
the horoscope is a weird one, but it is illumining at every point.
Finally a word must be said concerning the W emyss degrees, for thes11 arc
no less amazing. The Mid-Heaven is on the degTee of· «Constructive Reform),
and to this Sinclair's whole life has been given; the Ascend,a nt is on the
degree of «Generalization and Pathology», and exposing the pathological
conditions• of the social fabric, in general, is the theme of every one of this
author's books; the Sun is on the aegree of «Group Consciousness and Sociology», and Sinclair has started many a social colony; the Moon is on the
degree of Understanding of Human Nature» and approaching the degree of
« Comradeship and Hospitality», and Mercury, dominating the horoscope, is
on the degree of «Being» or the «Analysis of Human Purpose». The most
incredulous sceptic cannot help but be staggered bv such ,a chart as this,
revealing, as it does. the diverse strands which have gone to make up a
stra;nge and powerful character..

r, B.·W_. _·
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our inquiry as to the effects of the retrogradation of Mercury, a second case may be chosep. The
nativity is that of a girl of humble birth, hut naturally gifted
for music, painting, and the arts that please.
The girl W.as of a pretty type. Having a certain originality of
inspiration, she chose the career of a designer in dressmaking. This
is shown in her theme by Mercury, Llord of the House of Finance,
in conjunction with Uranus, the planet of originality. Soon, however,
realiziµg that her personal charm won her the attention of the opposite
sex, she suddenly announced, one fine morning, that she :would not
work any D1i0re. She returned to her fam:ily with the definite intention.
of making a good marriage.
At this time, she was 21 years old. The Ascendant had progressed
to the cusp of House II, in Virgo. Mercury, the planet of intelligent
work and lord of the House of Finance, became retrograde at this
tim:e, and the influence of this retrogradation is seen in the girl's
sudden relinquishment of work. Mercury retrograded to Sagittarius 27° and then came direct again, thus reappro-ching Saturn,
Lord of House VII, the House of Marrigae, and, indeed, marriage took place when Mercury was in close conjunction with
Saturn; the Sun, in the meantime, having progressed to the conjunction of Uranus, sub--lord of House VII. The native was then 25
years of age, and it is curious to note that the goal sought, the m:arri·
age, was brought to pass under the double influence of Saturn,
representing Destiny, and of Mercury, the conscious purpose.
'

.The Rettogradation of

_venus

From: feminine confidences
(possible among persons of
the same sex) , one of the first consequences of the retrogradation
of Yenus seems to be to neutralise to some extent t;Jie phy:sical
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in love, but this condition is especially to be remarked when Venus
is not in ;eception with Jupiter and is without aspect to this planet.
In its own signs (Taurus ,and Libra) , even when elevated and near
to the native s9mething
the Mid-Heaven, Venus retrograde
unusual, and even grotesque in m)anner. 'O ther debilities of Venus
make women pretentious, vain, _or apt to « put on airs »;

CASE II. Feminine horoscope. Birth in Paris, Sept. 7, 1863.
Proprietor and directress of a lingerie house of wide reputation.
The daughter of very rich merchants, the native was accustomed
from her earliest youth to wait upon millionaire clients from all parts

of the world. In spite of years of experience, she was never able to
overcome an excessively obsequious manner turning her to ridicule,
and year after year she continued her exaggerated gestures, her silly
gestures, her overdone bows, a whole battery of mannerismS which
seems to be set forth by a retrograde Venus in
with
Mercury at the Mid-Heaven.
None the less she was very intelligent and an exceedingly alert
business woman, as much be well supposed from the conjunction of
Merc;ury witb
µie

SEE:R
between a strong Saturn and a retrograde Venus! :Was not sufficiently
free to allo:w her to adopt natural manners.
.
·,
Otherwise, the native :was not to be pitied as a result of the retro-gradation of Venus. Her life of
found adequate expression,
although discreetly. The indication for this, in the nativity, is that
Jupiter, lord of the Ascendant, is in reception with Venus, thus
modifying the effect of the retrogradation.
Venus, retrograde, has the effect of delaying or hindering marriage, unless there are other factors in the horoscope sufficiently
powerful to overcome the chilling effect of this retrogradation. It is
less generally known that a retrograde Venus has a powerful effect
on marriage in a feminine horoscope. This point will not be further
treated here, since the numerous dbservations I have made on the
subject justify detailed analysis in a special study on Marriage, to be
(to be continued)
published later.

Matnelic Drut Projection
Referring to the article «Drug Projection by Magnetism), in the
November SEER. a correspondent, Mr. L. Squire-Tucker, Director
of the Nervauric Healing Centre, London, states. «It is not a new
discovery, as it :was known and practised by a Dr. Buchanan in and
about 1842. Personally I have tried this method and found it to be
most effective, especially in conjunction with homeopathic remedies,
as it has always been aserted that it is the <<Spirit» of the drug that
does the healing.» Mr. Gama's independent discovery of the process
shows not only that the method is a sound one, but Mr. Squire-Tucker's practical usage of it thoroughly
the findings of the
article.
The 22 Arcanae of the Book of Thoth, or the Esoteric Tarot,
represent the unceasing and invincible eff;ort of Human Will conceived in its entirety.
A god who is born of words will return to words ; Truth is otherwise: the Word which is born of God will return to God.
It is lltjpossible to tum our eyee. to a centre whence help cannot
come: the
forms a complete circle aroyn4 us.

jµ.:.
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Observations accompanied by clairvoyant research
ESME SWAINSON

R

EINCARNATION explains many difficulties of life, and
shows that justice rules the world. By this. lawt Man is
Master of his own Destiny, since fhat which he is at any
given time, such as now, and the environment wherein he
finds himself are the result of forces he himself set in action in the
past, vibratory forces induced by his aspirations, his thoughts, his
feelings and his actions.
The question for the astrologer to determine is to what degree past
lives can he traced in the birth chart of the present life. Can we find
some indication of the trend of the last career or the main work done,
say in the preceding life, and is there any present indication of the sex
of the Personality which the same Individuality bore in the preceding
Should we be able to trace out the last career, does this necessarily mean the career of the life immediately preceding, or may it run
bac;-k to the more important of the preceding incarnations, in other
words to the last one which made a strong impression on ·the soul}
I believe that, in exceptional cases, this can be traced, and it seems
to me that it is not always the last life, but the last life but one, which
makes itself noticed, and that for the following reason.
It must be realized that the process of evolution for the Divine Spirit
manifesting in Man comes through a process of reaction of the inner
self to the outer objects and circumstances, and therefore that which
tempts the self out into expression through a career is of great importance to his progres. His occupation is his focus for the creative
instinct within him, and naturally in each life there will be a line
of least resistance which will give him the most harmonious work.
varying from life to life to round out his experiences of character.
At the back of all this variety lies the fundamental note or colour.
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i.e. the planetary ray of the highest spiritual self, known sometimes
as the Monad; this, indeed, Jtjay be riegarded as the string on which
all the beads of life experiences are threaded. Then there is our note
which was struck when we came out into human experience for the
first time with a vehicle for mental work, known as the Ego.
I believe that, at our present stage, we are not ro4ch influenced
in outer life by the monadic ray - only when it happens to coincide
in ty:pe with the Ego or the Personal Expression. By this latter I
refer to the Lord of the Horoscope, or the ruler of the chart in this
present li.fe.
It will be readilv seen that Man is a triad, and that it is his lowest
point or the one most involved in physical matter that we see the most
easily. When once a soul has reached a certain -stage in evolution,
his note becomes more definite, and until it reaches this stage it seems
to me doubtful to formulate any rules for tracing past lives, for there
is nothing tangible to find. Some types, also, seem to find the ggal
towards which they are working at a much earlier stage than others,
particularly those who are on the Ruling Ray or the Art Ray.
To
to our birth maps. The aspects betw.een the planets show
the character made or to be made, and these perhaps regardless of
sign position, for evolution moves slowly and at first much experience
is necessary before a quality is a permanent · expression. A square,
for example,
the Sun and Saturn, or between Mars and
Venus, rn\ight have to be worked out through several signs before
it was really transmuted, and, at the end, the planet that was the
most important in that map might be in the sign of its exaltation,
showing the strength to overcome.
The planetary positions represent the work we have done in
character building in the past by our reaction to circumstances, but
I have come to the conclusion that we have no pow.er of choice over
the Ascendant. This decides the house position of all the planets
and defines the exact outer working of life, where the emphasis is to
be laid. It is given by the Guiding Powers, known as the Llords of
Karma and is the balancing factor in the life, for the type of brain
bestowed by the Ascendant is so often the means which shows the
way out of other difficulties. The exact degree on the Ascendant
has a relation to our sex, when combined with the Moon's position
in the pre-natal map, and so is the key to the present plan of life.
Consider, for example, a m:ap with a predominance of Earth, but
an Ascendant in Mutable Air; this contains an especially fine chance
to see ne:w 'light and to change the set habits of the past! the µature
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of the change being dependant upon the type of brain material. Again
a horoscope heavily posited with planets in Fiery and in Airy signs.
this will give a tendency to rush here and there and finish nothing, yet,
to this be given a Fixed Earth or a Fixed Water Ascendant, the
heaviness of the brain material will weigh the native down enough to
him to stop and think. This helps to confirm the general rule
that the First House represents the Present.
The Fifth House (House of Love and Children) is said to represent the Past, and this shows itself in love (attraction and repulsion)
and is strongly shoW,n forth in children and in family life, for children
are strongly influenced by a . 'carry-over' of love or of hate from
the past. Love is not a flower that suddenly blooms out of nothingness, and ties of love of any importance represent past work together
until understanding and harmony become possible. This result of
past lives shows remarkably when Uranus is present in the Fifth
House, bringing a sudden flare-up of tlie fire of attraction, often to
finish as suddenly unless the Seventh House (House of Marriage)
is well tenanted. There is often nothing to which this attraction may
be ascrihed in the present life, it is often the recollection of a past
link.
The Ninth House is said to represent the Future. There has been
much discussion at various times as to whether we take the Signs of 'the
Zodiac in order as an Ascendant, and whether the position of the
Sun follows from Sign to Sign as lives proceed. To the first suggestion
I feel sure that the answer is in the negative for it is a question of
the best balance to the whole map in the hands ·of the Higher
Powers. With regard to the Sun, this may well be the case, or the
succession may tun in a series as do the solar eclipses in the Signs.
There is a good deal of evidence to be brought forward favoring tbe hypothesis that when the Sun and Moon are both in the
same Sign in the birth dhart, the Sun was in the same Sign in the
life im!mediately preceding, and probably in the first decanate of that
Sign. ·
One case has been recorded 'b y Alan Leo, where 30 prece<ling
lives have been traced by a clairvoyant. (1) In this case, planetary
influence was the outstanding factor, w,ith Mars as the dominant
(1) There are not more than ten cases in a ll the present history of psychic
study where preceding lives have been determined with sufficient certainty
to enable the finding of a birth-date. In none of these case! is the birtlihour registered, ·and hence the determination of the Rising Sign in theae
bases is a,s yet beyond our powers. F. R-W,
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element. In every life - according to this series, as affinned - the
Individuality was reborn either with Mars rising, or with Aries or
Scorpio as the Ascending Sign. The actual birth chart of the present
life of this native
Mars rising in Capricorn. Yet I think it
is wise to state that one cannot base conclusions on one set of inves·
tigations.
So far as occult study has been able to set forth with a
amount
of contributory evidence, the changes in character from: life to life
are not usually very great, save in exceptional cases. Occupation,
then, is not of vital importance, if it fits in with the particular set of
forces establiiihed at birth. Yet I desire to make the suggestion that the
occupativn of the past life may be of very great importance in the
case of an Ego strong enough to make a definite planning of his
own life, or in such case as when the preceding life was a deterrn)ining
one in the chain. I am assuming, here, that the doctrine of « past
lives is sufficiently established to permit of discussion in an astrological relation.
The method which I here put forth tentatively can only be
regarded a; symbolic.
Take any present birth map. Make the cusp of the Twelfth
House to be the Ascendant of the life immediately preceding the last life - and examine any planets that may be within 7° of
the Mid-Heaven, either in the Ninth
the Tenth House. The
matter is too obscure for a definite conclusion to be expressed, but
I have experimented With some cases and there seems some evidence
to suggest that such planets will indlicate the occupation of the last
life.
The alliance of astrology and clairvoyant study seems to bring to
light that the condition. of the Twelfth House, in a present birth
chart, may be a clue to personal conditions in the last life, dealing
with character, and that the Tenth and the Ninth Houses
seem: to interlock, but inversely. It has been suggested that the MidHeaven, in the Present, had to do with the mental outlook, in the
past. It may be germane to note that the present Mid-Heaven is
often the Ascendant of the pre-solar miap which is taken by some
astrologers to show, the mould of the Mental Body.
I give a few examples of miY own knowledge, where there has
been clairvoyant investigation of past lives. I may add tha >; personally, I consider these to be worthy of trust, though aware that this
is only an individual opinion.

CASE I. Feminine horoscope. Present occupatfon professionp.l
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pianist. Ase. Gemini 22°33, with Jupiter on lhe Ase. at 22°50.
M.C Aquarius 28° Venus in Aquarius in the 9tlh. Cusp of 12th.
House, Taurus 12 °.
The clairvoyant affirms that the last life :was as a sculptor in a small
way in Pomipeii, and that the native, in, lhat life, perished in the
great eruption of Vesuvius. The native, in this life, is terribly afraid
of fire, and has a morbid dread of disaster happening to him in a
house. Will not stay in a locked room or house. To my mind, following the rules suggested above, an Ascendant ruled by Venus and
Venus in Aquarius in the 9th House are typical of a former career
as a sculptor.
.j

CASE II. Feminine horoscope. Present occupation - no special
profession, musical and artistic, but so painfully psychic that she is
aware of interior conditions and illnesses of everyone she meets, and
is physically affected thereby. Ase. Libra 13°45; M.C. Leo 18°
Moon is conj. Neptune, conj. Jupiter in Cancer iii the 9th. House
and, of the nine planets, eight are negative in the
map.
The clairvoyant affirms that this wom;an was al&o a woman in
her last life, in Gaul, during the Roman period, working at
pottery, a peaceful and uneventful life.
The life preceding this one was also a femfoine incarnation,
according to clairvoyant research. The woman was a psychic, in one
of the smaller temples in Greece, consulted by many people of the
neighbourhood. Her method of divination was that of scrying, gazing
into a lake or pool in front of the temple. To the clairvoyant; it was
this life which appeared first, although the order of time was
different, and to me this seems to be borne out by the present birthchart, for Moon conj. Neptune, conj. Jupiter in Cancer and in
House of Religion is very typical of the use of psychic powers in
religious service. Evidently this marked a life which was important
in the development of this Ego, and so it overshadowed the following
one.

CASE III. F em,inine horoscope. Type curiously adaptable, gifts
and talents in all the arts, rather a curious interest in the sea, though
not a traveller. Ase. Scorpio 14°, M.C. Virgo 1°, Mars in Cancer
in the cusp of the 9th House.
Olairvoyant research seems to show the previous life to have been
that of a sailor and fighter, by sea and land, in the Low Countries,
during the tim;e of the Duke of Alva. Life may have been lost by
tragedy at aca. The auggested rule! siven above! brinas

strongly into play, and Mars in the Cardinal-Water sign of Cancer
is strongly suggestive of a life spent largely at sea.
The sex of the previous life needs a careful study of the pre-natal
map and of the sex degrees therein. It is sometimes stated that a
series of lives are passeg in the same sex - seven, has been the
number suggested - hut this cannot yet be said to have been
definitely ascertained, and it seems not always to be the case.
The following suggestion may prove to be of value in tentative
' research; When the majority of the planets are in positive positions
in a feminine horoscope, and the degree on the Ascendant is classified
as one of the feminine degrees, then the last life was masculine and
probably several lives prevfously. When, in the calculation of the prenatal map the sex degree is found to be very nearly balanced, there
being but one point to decide the required time, then it may well
be that this is the first life in a given sex, after a series of lives in the
opposite sex. In many cases it seems to have been observable that
the mental outlook is very definitely that of the last series.
Other rules seem; to be traceable, but before these can be announced it is necessary to have more evidence. It is not easy to have at
one's disposal the accurate birth-time for this life and unbiased
clairvoyant details of the past, confirmed by other evidence. Perhaps
the International Astrological Archives Association, now attached to
the Psychic and Occult Centre recently established in Carthage,
may be able to appoint a Research Worker to take up this special
line of study.

The bees work at their hive only in the darkness, thought works
only in silence, and virtue in secret.

Any man who has a goal in his own life must inevitably realise
a goal in the life 9f the Universe.
Conscious knowledge leads to conscious control.
It needs but the faintest dawn-light to give us the promise of sunnse.
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HE ENVIRONMENT in which we live is crossed with
innumerable lines of waves or vibrations which bear to the
Invisible not only our thoughts, but also thought"forms,
actual images which may reveal themselves as soon as they
meet an organism sufficiently sensitive to perceive them. or a mecha"
nism sufficiently well adapted for their registration. _It is for this
reason that the lens of the cam.era, more responsive to certain light"
waves than is human vision, has been able to transit to the photo"
graphic plate many forms whose presence was entirely unseen by the
persons in the photographer's studio, and these « extras :., as they
have been called, have excited a great deal of comment.
Dr. D. Clarke, writing in the California Illustrated Journal, reported that many cases had come to his attention Wherein professional
photographers, who knew nothing of psychism and who would not
believe in it, had been forced to admit the existence of « extras >
or the photography of beings invisible to ordinary vision, simply by
the accum;ulation of evidence. In
cases cited, these «apparitions»
. insisted on making their appearance on nearly every plate t'Xposed,
in spite of every possible precaution being taken to prevent it. As a
result, these two photographers, both religious men of somewhat
strait orthodoxy, abandoned their profession, believing that it was
the Devil himself who was the author of mysterious interventions
which completely spoiled their work.
I am in a position to recount a phenomenon which
under
the following circumstances :
One of my friends, wishing to have a recent photograph of me I had not had any taken for several years - took me to the studio
of his brother"in-law, a man with a large family and
supple"
mented his small income by photography. The photographer was
yecy,;
wi!h
li1'• ., _

THB SEf.R
Almost imlmediately my friend turned the conversation to the
question of materialisations or manifestations of the dead. His brcr
ther-in-law protested vigorously that he would never believe in any
such reports, basing his arguments exclusively on citations from the
Bible, especially from the Book of Daniel, where the dead are said
to be « sleeping ».
« Since they sleep », said, he, « and are not to W(aken until the
Day of Judgment, they cannot possibly awaken at the present time
to make themselves known on earth.
Upon this I intervened, expressing my own opinion that we were
constantly surrounded by invisible entities, and, in order to answer
text for text, I quoted from St. Paul: « For we wrestle not against
flesh and blood but against principalities, against powers, againit
the rulers of the darkness of this :world, against spiritual Wickedness
(R.V. wicked spirits) in high places. » (Eph. vi, 12) I argued further
that if we were not actually
to declare that the spirits
of the dead could manifest themselves to us, we ought to believe in
the « powers of the air » (Eph. ii,2) , and that it was certainly
logical as well as prudent, that if we w:ere to « discern spirits. :. ,
the same .being a special gift of the Holy Spirit (I. Cor. xii, 10) we
ought to admit their existence rather than deny it.
We stuck to our positions, and, during the course of the argument,
my photograph :was taken on two different plates, one full face and
one in profile.
A few days later, meeting my friend, I asked him if the proofs
had been made. He answered in the affirmative but added that his
brother-in-law :was greatly annoyed by the result since on both plates
there was a sort of rayed diffusion, and, on the left side of each
plate, a grinning profile which seemed to be gazing at me. Greatly
interested, we went at once to the photographer, whom :we found
in great distress because of these « spots » which he attributed
to some adulteration in the chemicals he had employed,
I took the proofs, just as they were, and did not intend to trouble
myself with the question any further.
The matter did not end there. The outcome of my visit, and of
the
argument in the photographer's studio was strikingly
surpnsmg.
We learned that, from the day of my visit, the photographer was
unable to take a single potograph without nebulosities, faces, or
strange formations appearing on the plates, and this absolutely irres-
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pective of the hour or the weather, whether indoors or out, whether
of persons or of scenery.
Being utterly unwii!Iing to admit any psychic explanation of the
mystery, and insisting that the cause must be purely material, he
took his entire camera to pieces and put it together again, rearranged
his dark room in another manner, bought plates and
of a
mark entirely different from that which he had used before - all
in vain. The « extras » insisted upon appearing.
At last, one day, having come to the conclusion that he liad eliminated every possible cause except some flaw in the lens, he decidt-d
on an experiment in which the lens would not figure. He proceeded
as follows: Frorn! an entirely new box of plates, wrapped at the
factory, he took a new plate (operating in the dark room, but without
a ruby or any other light) and wrapped this virgin plate first in red
paper, and then in black, using the utmost care. This done, he carried
it, in a black doth, to one of the rooms of his house, and exposed it
- without unwrapping it - for a few seconds.
Since this plate had never been exposed to the light, there was
no reason to suppose that it would have received any impression.
Developing the plate immediately, nowever, the photographer was
amazed - ancl not a little alarmed - to see grinning at him the
fa<:e of the dem'.on which had appeared in the photographs he had
taken of me. There was no possible doubt that this was a new
apparition, and not a freak of tlie plate (remember. no camera was
used) for the demon's face was now full-face inst.ead of in profile.
The unhappy photographer, thus persecuted, was forced to give
up his studio and all his photographic work, a verv
in his case, for the supplementary earnings were almost a necessity. I
feel convinced that if he had ever ·been w'illing to adm5t an'd fo believe
sincerelv that he had been made the mockery of a malign entity, he
could have secured freedom by fervent prayer, since he was a
firm believer in God. Not being willing to admit this possibility,
he was compelled to abandon his _art.

Translated from « Tu Seras Sourcier », pp. 201-203 publis1ie'cl
by Editions Vallot, Paris.
Every man has the right to think, ·but it does not follow that he
has the ri?-;ht to exoress his thought., especially if in so doing he sets
in motion the forces of discord and of discontent. To think is an act
of personal intimacy; to speak is an act of social influence.
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\ltonan iDo!Jlt memorial
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T has been unanimously decided that this Memorial shall embody
certain objects; these have been set
in a
for reasons of space we summ!anse them. Briefly, then, 1t Is
proposed to establish Home of Welcome and Solace in London
for visitors from the P lrovinces and from abroad. The Home w >uld
include library, reading and writing
museum:, information
bureau and other facilities for study and research. Special features
will be the provision of sympathetic assistance for seekers after knowledge, care and training of the psychic faculties by persons of experience ·and keen understanding, benevolent help to exhausted workers
who need recuperation and congenial surroundings, and financial
assistance to old and distressed labourers in the spiritualist field.
These, in brief, are the admirable aims of those responsible for the
fund. In an issued statement they say that « the ideal of the inception
of the Memorial may be described as devoted service to the highest
and best interests of the spiritualistic brethren. » The Memorial is
being supported by a number of eminent spiritualists, and it is urgently
requested that all who are interested in survival, and who feel grateful affection to the late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, will associate
themselves with this big effort to place the scheme on a sound and
worthy footing. Donations will be received by A. C. Griggs, Esq.,
Hon. Treasurer, The Conan Doyle Memorial Fund, Lloyds Bank,
121, Oxford Street, London, W.

The Ocoull Chrl•t
It is a serious error to dissociate Christianity and the Christ, the
Church and the Master. It is unquestionably true that the Christ
and the Church cannot be exactly upon the same plane, but both find
their origin in the Divine, and the teachings of every form of Christi.:m Faith find their truth in the words of Jesus and His disciples. The
Occult position is that of striving to deepen the understanding, and in
no wise to change its essential character. Neither is it. justifiable to
regard the different forms of Christianity as deformation; rather are
they adaptations of a nature necessarily limited hy human conditions
and coloured by the restrictions of race and of period.

iIDisclosnrt of

Q\sctnbant 9nn

A Three-Aeon Drama of the Zodiac <1>
(Exhibiting " The OM ( • OAM or OMA • 8'1if • 2912) or l\legaphonlc
(Rev. 1. fO) Summation Forniula of The Unlvel'tlal P1•oce1111 (2918) •

J.

W. T. CARRINGTON

(NOTE. - a). - T1he several
«Seals», and
raldings would appear, either from misadiventure or artistic purpose,
to have become dislocated from natural sequence, hence this attempt
from internal allusion or implication to reinstate this. b) It should be
borne in mind that Precessional Motion is opposite in direction to
motion through the zodiac, a retardation from the seasonal and so
enormously slower (being, indeed, but 1/25, 920th thereof) as to
be imperceptible to untrained sense. It is, therefore, indicated (II Cor.
iv, 18) to represent specially (aionia = 872 = gnothi) «Knowledge
to be attained» the « Esoteric ». c) Notwithstanding sluggishness,
actual Precessional position has shifted from the standard « Aries >
into the sign « Pisces » m;0re than 50° .)
PROLOGUE (i. 1,2)

St. John, as the Apostolic Patron Genius of the zodiacal sign
«Virgo», at the autumnal equinox as the Piscean «Summers Sun' S'j)
Departing . Precessional « Witness ».
( « Covenants », or comings-together, have from ancient times
(1) It is to be feared that many of our readers will find this drama abstnu;e; but advanced stndents will be especially interested by some of the relations established between astrological findings, Kabbalism and the Higher
Hermetism. Some .o f the symbolic numbers refer to the author's researches
in Cosmic Kabbalism. A manuscript dealing with this is in our hands and
will be nublished i;hould there be a demand for the same. Even the advanced
student is advised to read this symbolic drama carefully, for many of the
references are cryptic, and will be specially appreciated by scholars.
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been associated :with « Crossings », or cross-IJl)akings. In Jer. xxxiv,
18 we read of a victim - representing subject-matter - divided in
twain to represent the parties thereto, and of a passing of the parties
between these parts, as through temple gate-posts into altered surroundings and circumstances, thus effecting a covenant and
sitating adaptation thereto by the parties, each of whom witnesses
it. In Gen. xv, 9 - 18 is detailed the rniaking under similar conditions
of a one-sided agreement by the Hebrew god Y ahveh (in Josh. x,
12, addressed as the Sun) with one who was unconscious, and therefore, unbound.
At Precessional changes, indicated by phenomena of physical or
mental violence, when there is crossing of the equinoctial by the Sun
and Signs, the Autumnal Equinoctial Sign-Post or Pillar of the
Celestial Summer Temple is represented as rnloving in advance of
the Vernal one; because the Descendant (Weakening, « Little »,
Hidden or ·« Arn:en ») Sun is conceived of as the unperceived
principle which originates and pushes forward into manifestation the
Ascendant or waxing Sun. The Departing Autumnal Equinoctial
Sign is held to act thus upon the Incoming Vernal one, (see Rev.
iii, 14). And for examples may be adduced « Capricornus » and
·«
{Ezek. xxviii, 13, « King of (amphibian, « Goat-Dolphin ») Tyre »; Gen. xiii, 11-12, Lot and Abraham and Sarai;
« Sagittarius » and « Taurus » (Gen. iv, 16,25, Cain and Seth
(Abel) ; Gen. xxi, 14,20, Ishmael and Isaac) ; « Scorpio » and
'« Aries » (Gen. iv, 19-24 and Gen. v, 25-31, /777/, the two
Lamechs; Gen. xxxii, 24-32 (thigh-stab and transformation), Jacob
and Israel ( « Ram principle ») ; « Libra » and « Pisces » {Luke,
xxiii, 32-33,39-43 - ho Paradeisos = 3.247; while 247 = therion
(Rev. xiii, 18) << the Beast (24 7) , being the constellation « Cetus »
.::__ Pisces in its Completion) - « the Railing and the Justifying
Evil-Worker); « Virgo » and « Aquarius » (Jo!hn, xx, 4 - the
apostles John and Peter) ; and « Leo » and «Capricorn (II Pet.
ii, 6-9 - the « unjust and filthy conversation of the wicked « Jacobite > roaring Lion », and the subsequent « deliverance » of the
«righteous », « godly » and « just Lot » from trial in his subjugated
little « city
Gen. xix, 20).
.
This conipletes the list of Preeessional Sign-Changes alluded to in
the Bible, comprising half of the Precessional « Great Year » ; the
which a 'Chaldean mage informed Aristotle would include a conflagration (ecpyrosis) and a cataclysm; (cataclysm.os - Cp.2, Prt.3) .
The Babylonian Berosus refers to these crises.

».

A THREE-AEON DRAMA
· « Ex nihilo nihil fit » ; and on exam,ination, the Genesis account
would scarcely seem to warrant interpretation as creation (genesis).
by a Deity « out of nothing ». What the Hebrew\ of Gen.i, 1 states
is that «In beginning » ThYshARB (1) = «Universal Completion of Cosmic Instrumenting of the Elohim, the Aries-Sign Genii
« carved in common » (sing.m demarcated: ARB= 203 = 7.29,
« Confrontation of Junction of Process and the Hypercosmic '>),
the (thA) heavens and the (thAV) earth >>.
The Samaritan text has « Ya-el » ( « The Goat ») instead of
« Elohim » ; perhaps under the influence of an Egyptian New Year
commencement at the Winter Solstice in the Sign Capri·
corn. (2) Ovid has lines about Bacchus (who as « lacchos » = 901
= Saulos) feasting with other deities and being surprised by the
« How Typhon, from the conquered skies, purgiant Typhon: sued their routed godheads to the sevenmouthed flood ! Forced every
god (his fury to escape) some beastly form to take, or earthly shape.
Jove (sings the bard) was changed into a ram, From when the horns
of Lybian Ammon came; Bacchus a goat, Apollo was a crow. »
Comparison of this verse should be made with the statements in
II Pet. iii, and also with that in Matt. xxiv, 35 where Griesbach and
Nestle's insertion of a singular first verb would allow it to be under·
· stood in the sense : « Heaven-and-Earth Sign relationship will
change; but the Sun will continue his Course-manifestations undeviatingly! »
Possibility of other interpretations should no inore be allowed to
exclude a physical one here than it should be in Col. iii, 2. Through
not paying attention to happenings in the sky rather than earthly
and misunderstanding of
surface matters, much
the Bible has prohably eventuated. « He ano » (klesis,. Phil.iii, 14)
still remains the equivalent of « phatne » (859, 150th.,3.50) « Perfected Emancipation », whether understood literally or not. The
Genesis verse appears to indicate Precessional Rearrangement: and
a main object of the Book's narrative is to be - as Fabre d'Olivet
has indicated - the fixing of numerical significances.
Immediately following the cataclysm's cessation (The Deluge)
there is represented as having been giving to life in general, including
(1) The reaider is reminded that Hebrew is read backwards, this word being
usually written «Bereshith ». - ED.
(2) This apparent reversion of seasons was due to the vegetation of Egypt
springing up after retirement of the flooded basin of the Ni'le, the fertilizing
inundation occul'l'ing in early summer, following on the melting of snows on
the Abyssinian highlands. Autumn was thus Egypt's spring.
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ilum:anity, a perpetual covenant, whose aspects are at once double
and contrasting, and ordered and complementary. It has been repre·
sented as symbolised by the symmetrical celestial arch (the rainbow) .
grounded upon earth and pointing heavenwards, in which heaven's
light, displayed as of diverse yet blending elements, is cast on a
background of darkness and disorder. It has also in a
been
· symbolized by the ecliptic, the solar path in the heavens.
The contrast in this covenant that has most appealed to mankind
as important is, perhaps, that of seed-time and harvest, of the times
for planting and garnering. For the former the weather is less clement,
the needful effort more irksome, and enjoyment less immediate than
for the latter. Hence the seasonal equinoctial crossings of the Sun
in spring and in autumn respectively came to be regarded as periods
of fasting (Lenten, or other) and of feasting; and to be styled
respectively « the Covenant of W arks » and « The Covenant of
Grace ».
The doctrine of the Pauline Epistles emphasizes the latter, in
keeping with Paul's character as representing the debilitated Descendant Sun of autumn, and there is no doubt that untold harm has been
done to Calvinists and other Protestants through failure to recognize
this and to heed the express warning of the « Catholic »» Epistle
(II Pet. iii, 16) against uninstructed and destructive perversion.
Theism is, if anything, less effective than a-theism as a safeguard for
the Aintinomian; and the Buddhist dictum: « Work out your salvation with diligence! » stands as a startling contrast to the injunction (Phil.ii, 12, 13) to do so « with fear and trembling », because it
is worked in you.
Let us hope that as the new Aeon, with its Petrine and Jacobite
« pillars » draws nigh, such debilitating teaching will increasingly
yield place to the saner one of the Catholic Epistles with their more
Buddhistic spirit; and that a sound practical morality will be made the
basis for appropriate « exercise with a view to spiritual maturity »
(I Tim. iv,7) the rightful goal being kept to the incentive rather than
to the experiences on the way.

(To be continued)
N oie by Editor -

The above is but a prolegomena to this zodiacal

« drama », the First Act of which will appear in the ensuing number.

Man is the thinking cell of the world.
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USK. A woman is seated, in the hour of gathering shadows,
beside a hearth whereon little leaping flames cast a flickering
glow within the room. One hand grasps the arm of the chair,
the other rumples convulsively a letter lying unfolded on
her lap. Her eyes are moist with tears, yet hard withal. She feels her
tumultuous thoughts circling around her.
«At last! » :whispers in her ear an exulting voice. «At last! The
hour of judgment has struck. At last you can clear from blame the
name of that one who had so suffered, at last you can free her from
the odium of a false accusation. At last her persecutor shall be judged ... probably convicted and condem.ned ... »
But, as though in answer to these words, another voice, the voice
of the woman's own conscience, answers :
« .D o you believe .this to be your task? Do you wish to be the avenger, do you desire to punish a man - your brother - even thotigh
he be degraded, and even criminal? »
A third voice is heard, deep and gentle :
« Beware; Woman I You have already chosen to enter upon the
Way of Sacrifice; henceforward you dare no longer act in consort
with the destructive forces, you can no longer act as the instrument
.
of Hate».
·- .....
. . :·· ... .:
.

'

The :woman opened her eyes, struck with surprise. In front of her
stood a luminous figure, resplendent, with eyes like stars.
«Come with me!»
She obeyed, instantly. With instinctive confidence she put her hand
in the clasp extended to her and felt herself lifted from herself, lifted
from the floor. Her physical body remained, motionless in the armchair, while she floated around the room. Without consciousness of
any material obstacle, suddenly she found herself in Space with her
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Guide. Space and Time m,attered not, :flight seemed but a :floating yet
the speed was. inconceivable.
They crossed vast plains, lands and seas unknown to her, and stopped at last on the peak
a high mountain, lighted by the opalescent
gleam of the Moon. In the distance, yet higher summits, snow-crowned, lifted toward the sky.
«The Himalayas! » said her Guide. «Follow. We descend. »
Dropping lightly downward, they came to a detp gorge, bordered
by huge rocks which cast ungainly shadows in the moonlight, and
stopped in front of a r-0ck-mass of menacing and fantastic formi, fit
to serve as a portal for the Gates of Hell.
« We enter here, » said the Guide.
They passed into a vast cave, studded with stalactites of strange
formation, with human figures here and there; they seemed human,
at least, yet with some strangeness which inspired fear. The woman
pressed closer to her Guide, and, as he threw a fold of his mantle
around her, she felt herself invisible and invulnerable.
At the far end of the cave seven men were seated, meditating.
darkly. Some of these were repulsive to look upon, others had fineness
of stature and of lineaments, but of a character glacial and forbidding.
In her thought, the woman said:
« Who are these? The Angels accursed? »
And the Guide replied :
«These are Brothers of the Shadow, black magicians. These are
they who are the enemies of Cosmic Evolution, these operate by means
of the forces of hate and destruction which war against the love-forces
in this world. »
One of the sombre figures rose.
« Dark Brothers, » said he in a metallic voice
vibrated in
the cavern, « Brothers of the Shadow, you have learned, all of you,
to kill out the heart in order to worship the all-dominating intellect,
yet, however eager for power, only a few of you have answered my
call.
·
« Up to the present time we have worked separately and alone.
But the crisis which is coming will require a collective effort. The
hour is grave, even decisive. If we do not combine our forces against
the forces of Cosmic Evolution, they will pass over us, and crush
us.
« We are reaching, now, the moment of the zenith of the Fifth
Race, that race which has been our foothold, and through whidl
we
been able to accomplish our best work. As you are aware,

fHE CAVE OF SHADOWS

''

the intelligence, if put at the service of the passions, is .the
enemy of Man. The proof is before you: wars, religious persecutions,
class conflicts, paralysing materialism - all these are of our bringing.
But we are at the beginning of a new era, a new race, wherein the
love forces will open, will be diffused, giving an atmosphere in
which we cannot live. It is necessary to act. We must try a concerted
plan, a supreme effort to delay this menacing tide of evolution. We
are nothing - so far as appearance goes - before this formidabb
force, and yet we can halt its onward m,ovement. Let us agree, then,
on the personal work of each one of us for the furtherance of the
interests of us all »
The second Dark Brother rose, a figure threatening like the
night.
« My work, > said he, « is to blow into flame the spark of
am;bition that lies in the hearts of men. Ambition blinds man and
leads him to his destruction ; it becomes a devouring passion which
is as a vampirism on his better feeling; it develops in him; a selfishness
which leads his steps full often to the Way of the Shadow.»
« But I, » said the third, a hideous figure :with a sour grin, « I
know well how to inject the venom of doubt and of suspicion into
the brain; I excite envious
and revolt; I nurse in m;en that
spirit of criticism which sees the canker in
which disfigures
and which dries the soul, for the malicious criticism of that which is
good is one of our most powerful weapons of destruction. >
A fourth rose, draped in a mantle of brooding shade.
« My task, > he rasped, .« is to seek in every heart the grain of
Hate, and no matter how small it be, to cause it to germinate and to
grow. I excite revenge and the desire to do evil, and set the obsessing
desire of vindictiveness and rancor to brood over the minds of men;
I succeed in persuading the ruthless that an
hatred of a
and from what
person is only a righteous indignation against
would have been only a hatred of the sin, I bring to birth a hatred
for the sinner. >
Then spoke the fifth Dark Mage, handsome as Lucifer:
«To me, the just and the virtuous men are what I seek, of them
I make my prey. I attack all those who declare themselves to be the
friends of progress, of spiritual growth, I befriend - to their undoing
- the Utopians, the philanthropists, and those who enter the dan .
gerous ways of Occultism without a guide. I use their own virtues
and even their own rectitude to tel$t them. By persuading them that
int9..
alone, are in the right, I arm $em against their
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their hands I put
pen of excoriation that theY. may condemn
fello:ws; I set them te> the persuasion that they are the instruments
of the Most High, in order to accomplish His justice. Thus, withocJt
ever being aware thereof, they league themselves with us, they conjoin in the work of destruction, while deluded into their belief m
their right-doing, they become the instruments of Hate. »
The woman
to her Cuide :with a look of anguish.
« It is enough. Let us go I'» she begged.
When they were far from the cave of Shadowa, aginst upon
mountain peak, the Being turned towards her.
« Hast thou understood,
In hoping to punish that criminal. thou wert leaguing yourself, without knowing, to the Forces of
Destruction. However befouled by sin or error a man may seem to
thee, it is not for thee to condemn, it is not for thee to make thyself
the instrument of his punishment. His hour will come; unhesitatingly,
unhaltingly the moment of judgment will arrive for him - let the
Eternal Law do its eternal work, that Law will find an instrument
among the evil-doers themselves, amjOng the unconscious_servants of
the Shadow.
«Woman, bewarej Judge not thy brother harshly, but endeav.,r
to understand him: rather than punish, forgive! Learn to wait, acquire the blessing of patience. Become aware of the divine spark
which is hidden in the deepest recesses of the most perverse heart,
the divine spark which slumbers in every living being. )
.
It is still dusk. The woman is still seated on the arm-chair before
the fire; the unfolded letter is still upon her lap.
Without a hesitation, without a regret, she rises and throws th!
letter amid the little leaping flames. Of the paper, whereon was writ
the condemnation of one who was a criminal, there is now nothing
but black and greying ashes.
As though resultant from this action, a faint fragrance, as of dis··
tant incense, steals through the room.
Youth consists of the youthfulness which appertains to one's age,
not in trying to imitate the youth of a period outgrown. A youthful
old age is a lovely thing, an old age aping youth is as ugly as it is
ridiculous.
·- .:''. : ... :.: , i"' : , , · \ . 1
True courage c:le<!lines iµ the proportion that a. bol9.
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Bodie• of Many Kinda

APPIL Y, the day has gone by when the superficial materialist was able to delude the world with the jargon .f
science and his magical « instruments of precision. » His
fond belief that the microscope and the telescope -would
plumb the Infinite has been proved mere foolishness; even the school··
boy, now, realizes that the microscope and the telescope do no more
than augment slightly the very feeble power of the human eye and .
that the Infinite is not at the mercy of a piece of glass, however
finely ground.
Radio-activity is a phenomenon which has gone far to disturb the
cocksureness of the second-rate materialist. A piece of heavy m,etal
may act at a distance upon a photographic plate, and may do so for
many yeaTs, without any loss of weight which can be determined by
any « instrument of precision ». Telepathy, or thought-transference,
is another phenomenon which baffles the m.uch-harrassed
whose
mental horizon is bounded by the high-school text-books of his youth,
for telepathy escapes psychological explanation.
The real difficulty for the true materialist lies in his unwillingness
to admit that a material substance, such as a piece of-uranium, or a
human body, possesses something in addition to the substance which
he can measure, and weigh and test. He is disinclined to admit that
there is something which extends beyond the tangible edges of that
piece of uranium and which can affect a photographic plate on the
other side of a brick wall; he is really annoyed to think that a man in
can, hy the mere pro<;ess of thQught!
µiat th9ugh\

H[

to his brother in England. Yet, disagreeable as it may seem, he must
admit it, for both phenomena have been proved incontestably.
But our materialist is not consistent, since even material bodies are
shown to possess something besides their molecules. They possess
energy, and in varying forms, and this energy is best understood by
us as a vibration. It is nowise extreme to speak of radio-activity as
the soul of uranium, nor of thought as the soul of the brain. Every
substance in the world is radio-active, to a greater or lesser degree,
and has a vibratory life. Thus all substances may he said to possess,
in some measure, a body and a soul, or - if other terms be preferred
- a m,aterial body and a spiritual or astral body. The m:aterial body
of the uranium is on one side of the brick wall, its spiritual or astral
body is on the other; the material body of the thinker in America L
on one side of the Atlantic, his spiritual or astral body is actively
engaged in giving rise to an impression, in England.
A moment's consideration may be paid to this very question of
vibrations, which has now given rise to an entirely new science, that
of « radiesthesie ». It will be important to consider of what any body
consists. Material science informs us that matter consists of molecules
held together by a force known as cohesion, that atoms are but groupings of ions and protons, that the latter are sheaths for the conveyance of electric energy, and that electric energy is only a path along
which vibrations travel. The heaviest piece of lead, the hardest armorsteel, are only two modes of grouping invisible and intangible vibrations.

It is necessary to avoid carrying this verity so far that the « mater·
ial » body is forgotten. Though the lead and the armor-steel be
reduced to vibrations, yet, relatively to other substances, they remain
as metals. Mentally regarding a piece of lead as a grouping of i.mr
ponderable vibrations will not alter its ability to depress the pan of
a scale; and the armor-steel will still bruise our fist if we try to
punch a hole through it. These substances, then, possess two bodies
at least, a vibratory body and what is generally called a « material ·»
body.
..,-.
;·•,• -::..:·.- _·''
"·'.
This latter, however, has been found to contain the most extraordinary powers. A piece of armor-steel, given to a psychometrist to
hold, enabled her to reconstruct certain unknown details of the
bombardment of Zeebrugge during the World War, details which it
was possible to confirm afterwards by other evidence. A piece of
arit, taken from a ruined temple in Sicily enabled another Pllfcho-
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metrist - who had never been out of England - to Clescribe that
temple, to give a personal description of the various people who were
in the party the day that the piece of grit was picked up, and so to
give a description of the building of that temple two thousand years
before, with historic detail that was found to be· accurate.
How, then, did the piece of armor-steel retain the ·« mem:ories »
of Zeebrugge, and how did a piece of grit from a temple wall
« register » not only the temple, but even the people who visited the
ruin on a certain day)
Again, the use of the divining rod, and the pendulum, brought
to a high point of efficiency in the last twenty years, and formally
accepted by several learned academies and by four European governments, has been found of service, not only to find underground water
and metalliferous veins, but also to track the flight of fugitive criminals. A sensitive diviner can mark every place where a murderer ate
or stayed, merely by the vibrations emanating from the walls of the
room, or from the table whereon the fugitive ate. Not only, then,
do all substances emit vibrations of their own, but other vibrations
may be impressed
them.
Without desiring to force the issue, in any way, either there is a
memory-body in matter, in ·all matter, or else mem,Dry is an integral
function either of the material body or of the vibratory body. If
« memory » seem an extreme word, the phrase « enduring registration » may be used ; the difference is but slight.
In the case of the piece of armor-steel, the bit of grit from the temple
and the table whereat the murderer sat, reference has only been
made to unconscious vibrations. But many a problem will become
clear when it is realized that inanimate objects - ·« inert » objects,
to use the old phrase - may be given certain vibrations by consciou:;
means. This, of course, is the explanation of talismanic magic, concerning which more will be said, later.
The Egyptians understood this principle most thoroughly. The
ushabti, or the small figurines found in many tombs, Were prepared
in such wise as to act as memories of the soul, or Ka, even as
temporary vehicles, if need be. Upon the pottery image was bestowed the power of renewing . the vibrations of that soul. Does this
How many keepsakes do the same! What wizardry
seem
of memory may lie in a broken coin, a faded flower, or a bloodstained knife !
The iconoclast may shrug his superior sh'oulders at the pious
worshipper :whose prayers are rendered more fervent by the sight of
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a crucifix, a cross or the statue of a saint, but he will do well not
to forget that these sacred symbols may have a high potential of
spiritual energy, charged over and ·over again by the intensive concentration of devotees. And unless the iconoclast is entirely a fool,
he will remember that nothing can be destroyed, that all things are
electric charge, so to speak, is
imperishable, and that a
not alien to Universal Law. Many an ancient cathedral is heavily
charged with devotional power, which has accumulated in its very
stones during the Middle Ages when every worshipper was devout
and doubt had not entered in; while a modern cathedral, built in
recent times - even ·though an exact replica of the old - has none
of this feeling, for its walls are only accumulating a half-hearted
faith and a formal decorousness. We say - and we say rightly the former cathedral has a « spirit of its own », the latter has none.
This matter, also, roay be pushed further. If the piece of armorsteel, the grit from the temple wall, and the table at a wayside inn
could tell ·a full story, each individually, how comes it that all the
stones of a cathedral can possess a collective « spirit » ? As in the
human body, each cell has life, and the body has its own life apart
from the cells; so then, each stone in a cathedral may have its life,
reflecting that cathedral and yet the cathedral itself possess a life
of its own. It is entirely true to say of a building, as St. Paul said
of man, « there is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body ».
Our friend, the gentle sceptic, may here object: « But your
« spiritual body » of the cathedral is invisible! » We shall reply,
with equal gentleness; « The « material body » is no less invisible.
aiter the fane in the darkness of the night, what will you see?
Nothing. Does your not seeing it exclude its existence? Nay m',ore,
do you see the walls in full daylight? Not a whit. Light rays striking an opaque dbject reflect through the ether to the rods and cones
of the eye and thence send vibrations to the brain - you have seen
light, you have not seen the wall. »
Let us not be afraid to say that the ancient cathedral possesses a
« spiritual body » of a greater potency than does the modern cathedral, and since this entity is sufficiently powerful to act upon our
brains, and thence upon pur emotions, giving rise to a sense of reverence, it is justifiable to consider this as a living entity. The « spirit »
of an old Oathedral, then, is a
Being, invisible in the :m;aterial
plane but visible
the spiritual plane.
inquiry, we have not gone beyond a piece of stone
Thus far, in
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or a bit of metal, yet the chunk of uranium has shown us a ma.terial
body, and an « astral body » acting at a distance; the piece of armor· .
steel has indicated the power of an « inert » substance to retain
memories so vividly that they can be recaptured by a sensitive clairvoyant; the Egyptian ushabti or figurine of stone or pottery evidences
that memories can be consciously transferred; and the «living spirit»
of an old cathedral is proof that such a material substances as building
stones can act as an organism and secure such potency that the impression may be felt by the casual tourist - usually the least receptive of human beings.
It has been shown, also, that visibility is a purely relative matter,
that even a material body may be visible in one light and invisiblP.
in another; that an astral body of radio-activity may be « visible »
to the chemical emulsion on a photgraphic plate and yet invisible to
human sight; that a clairvoyant vision may be possible to a psychometrist in one degree of trance and not in another; and that the spirit
of a cathedral
be visible to a mystic and not to a globe-trotter.
It is with deliberation that we have commenced at the bottom of
the scale, for some of the higher developments of this inquiry will
reach so far that it will be useful to have established the lower levels.
As we shall come to see, there is certainly nothing illogical or surprising in ascribing several «bodies» to living beings of the higher orders,
when there is so strong a foreshadowing of them upon the material
plane of the mineral kingdom. Modern science - thanks largely to
the great impetus given it by psychic study - is only just beginning
to realize the mystery of the various lives and bodies that lie hid in
« inert » matter.
(To be continued)
f. •'.._,,
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To fix one's eyes on Progress, without taking into account the
continuity of action, is to misconstrue Progress. The Present is but
the child of the Past, and the man who misunderstands the Past
cannot comprehend the Present.
A state of equality would be the most unhappy state imaginable.
We could help no one, and no one could help us.

« God geometrises », said Pythagoras, but we forget that we m'ust
do the same. This is the Law of Order.
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m!1stcr!11Painting of Pompeii
HANS POPP

Jr

UTURE times will regard the discovery of the Painting
of the Mysteries, at Pompeii, as of especial value, not only
as serving to set forth to us an archeological knowledge of
life in pre-Christian times, but also from the cultural, philosophical and religious point of view. Though first discovered in 1908,
it is only recently that the complete excavation of the Great Hall
has heen made and the full worth of the fam.ous painting brought to
light.
The idea of God - as the termi is now understood - Was largely
developed by the Aryan Race. Other races have their conceptions
of God, but these latter were founded on a sub-conscious feeling
rather than on a clear recognition. It may be said that the founders
of the Aryan religions, alone, presented a conception of God in
such wise that it could serve as a basis of Life.
The knowledge that man consists of Body, Spirit and Soul, is
likewise Aryan; Zoroaster expressed it in a manner to be utilized by
all succedent faiths. At first, knowledge of the triune character of
Man was confined to the secret doctrine in the schools of the priests,
but later it was made known in the profane schools.
About 600 years before Christ these doctrines were allowed to
spread, though they wiere restricted to a special class, and were
associated with the Temples of the Mysteries. One of the oldest of
these was Saffi\Othrace, but the best known were the Temples at
Delphos and at Eleusis, where were celebrated the Delphic and the
Eleusinian Mysteries. The doctrines taught at all these points resembled each other, though each centre laid an especial accentuation
on some given truth.
The painting in the Villa of the Mysteries at Pompeii is instructive as showing how this was understood in Roman times. It first came
to light in 1908. It is a wonderfully preserved fresco-painting of some
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size, apparently the copy of a Grecian painting of the era of Pericles.
Being situated outside the city of Pompeii it has been little known
and was not fully excavated until 1925.
The walls of this moderately large hall were completely covered
by this panorama, and it seems clear that it was here that the initiates
and their pupils met for the discussion of the Orphic, Delphic and
Eleusinian ·occult' doctrines. Some of these doctrines are now known,
but other parts of the teaching - especially those dealing with Art
and Science - are still hidden to us.
The Art of Living, as it was then taught, has largely been forgotten in llljodern times. We must pass beyond Platonism to Pythagoras, if we would begin to understand. Alone will the Pythagorean
philosophy, on the one hand, and the doctrines of Zoroaster in the
Avestas, on the other, give us the key to a comprehension of the
! •. ,
Mysteries.
, '•
Many medical men, today, have been astonished to learn that the
.« newly-discovered secret of the hormones » and the part which
they .play in preserving youth and in establishing health, were well
to the ancients. The teaching of the Mysteries was soundly
physiological as well as philosophical.
The first mystery, as delivered by the Initiates, was the doctrine
of breath, and they regarded knowledge of breath and its functions
as a necessary fundamental to the knowledge of the Spirit. The
.« pneuma hagion », the holy or the « healing » breath, :was held
to be holy and healing for the candidate himself. The « Holy
Ghost », (Spirit) of later Christian teaching is a miscomiprehension
of this. Right expiration and inspiration may still remain as a means
of development for humanity, for the Initiates taught - as do
Christians - « nothing can be given you save that :which comes
from above >, that is to say, from the Spiritual realm of Wisdom:.
The Second Mystery, considered as a me"ans of self-development,
was musical tone. In its sim)plest form; this is merely the expiration
of sound, a vowel sound, and at a given pitch. A different vowel
or a different pitch, had a different physiological effect. Raised to
music, and understood, it could elevate both heart and soul.
The Third Mystery was the restriction of nourishment to a vegetarian diet. This was presented as being the best m;ethod of forming
the body and of keeping it nonn:al in its proper functions, but the
Initiates were well aware that a mere eating of vegetable food did not
constitute a diet, and there was secret teaching concerning
f05!ds .!UlQ
preparatjon. This secre!
yet
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rediscovered. The so-called « reforml » nourishment of m-Odem times
- for example, th'at of Hindhede - does not answer these requirements, and calculation with regard to « calories » only in .the human
body is illogical, since human energy is dependent on other factors
than that of heat. Right nourishment is also a preventive of most
maladies, and a cure of many.
These Three Mysteries - considered physiologically - formed
a Holy Trinity, one of great antiquity, and we are able to trace
this teaching in the painting at Pompeii to which reference already
has been made. The three unities are expressed by the three priestesses shown in the painting, and Dr Karl Hutter well analysed the
types as material, spirit1:1al and intellectual, or as nourishing, feeling,
and acting. Both in the shapes of their heads as well as in the
expressions of their faces this distinction is carried out. Their actions,
and positions show clearly the « breath », the « tone » and rhe
« m:eal ».
It is not to be overlooked that, am,ong many deities from; the time
of Ancient Hellas, Eros is presented, and the element of carnal love
is emphasized by phallic symbols, before one of which .a neophyte
is kneeling. This also bears reference to the fertility of Nature, as is
seen by the presence of Apollo, god of the Sun, and Demeter goddess of agriculture.
There are many minor points to which attention may be drawn,
but the special interest of the painting lies in its clear exteriorisation of what the ancients used in the introduction to the Mysteries, the control of the intellect by right breathing, the control of
the spirit by a training in tone, and the control of the body by a
vegetarian diet containing elements at the present time unknown to
the modem world.
. .,

Translated from

Reinheit », issue of Sept.-Oct. 1930.

The laws of physics and of chemistry constitute the mechanism of
the life of matter. The laws of the heart and of the soul constitute
the mechanism of the life of the spirit.
SCARAB EE.
It is more difficult not to think, than to think. How much energy is
wasted in vagabond thinking I Why lower one's brain to the level of

Uotablt Sooks
The Magic and M:ysteries of Mexico
LEWIS SPENCE
(Rlde1• and eo., London ••
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HIS BOOK should have been noticed before. The cause
of the delay is that the reviewer read it twice through for
his own pleasure (which is not the usual way of reviewers!)
The sub-title of the book is «The Arcana Secrets and Occult Lore of the Ancient Mexicans and Maya», and it is handled in
masterly style by an author whose word has weight in occultism, and
who is a very advanced student in Maya hieroglyph. The present
writer is in a position to state that the scholarship herein is of the
highest order. It is written with an absolute comprehension of the
subject, possesses a vivid swing, and Lewis Spence reveals the civil-izations of Central America, not as they must have been, but as they
were. The best part of the book to quote is that part which begins at
page I and goes on to the end. For anyone who has any interest in
occult lore, in magical rites, in the Mysteries, in semi-barbaric philosophy, in astrology, in the development of science and of language,
in strange religious ceremonial and in archeology it is an absolute
compulsion to possess a copy of this book. Minor differences of opinion
may exist between students, and the present writer would not go all
the V{ay with Mr. Spence on the word « Toltec », nor in his references to Atlantis, but these are highly disputed points and Mr.
Spence's dicta are those of an authority. A most excellent piece of
work. It could not be improved upon and ought to win an immediate
and permanent success.

Mental Radio
,UPTON SINCLAIR
(Slnclall', Pasadena, Calif •• s, 3.00)
Sinclair has been praised There are times when his_

and cursed - over many a book l
annoys, ap.g his
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turbs. But, if ever there has been a lurking suspicion that a love of
sensationalism has biased his judgment, that suspicion has no place
here. This book is thoroughly, transparently honest. More than that,
it is courageous, for Sinclair had more to lose than to gain by publishing it. It consists, briefly, of a record of several series of simple experiments in telepathy, of a character susceptible of testing by anyone,
and there is not the faintest attempt to make these seem any more successful than they were. They are striking enough. Mrs. Sinclairin whom the telepathic gift is strong-gives her « technique » of the
process. Sinclair - who is not easily fooled - affirms his belief
that there are thousands of genuine clairvoyants and psychics; what
is more, he gives his reasons. The book remains strictly on its own
ground, and is its own best thesis for its theme - that Telepathy
Happens.
I. · •·

The Cat in the M:ysteries of Religion and Magi<;

M. OLDFIELD HOWEY
(Rlde1• and Co. London •• :t5 1·)

This book should be read by everyone who has ever owned a cat,
or even seen one. That ought to ensure a pretty wide sale ! Never
since the days of Bubastis, when Cats (capital C.) were worshipped,
has Her Feline Majesty been so duly honoured. This book is just
crammed full of the mythology of the Cat, of witches, and secret
cults, of magic and mysterious rites, of Cats divine, cats hum:an, cats
feline and cats demoniac, nor are the psychic powers of the cat forgotten. And of ghost-tats and phantom-cats, there are legion! But it
would be unjust to the author to emphasize the element of mere interest mainly. This book is also a serious and well documented study
of the symhology of the cat and gives a keen desire to read other
works of the same author.

The Astrological Aspects
CHARLES E. 0. CARTER
(L, N, Fowle1• and Co, Lon<lon •• 416)

A sound and useful piece of work by an astrologer whose work
lies along high lines and always commands respect. It is a detailed
treatise on the thirty-six possible combinations of the Sun, Moon and
the seven planets (Pluto is not included, as the astrological experience
is not sufficient) _. As in all
w:ork, general principles only

NOTABLE· BOOKS
can be set forth in a text-book, and the individual application must
be harmonized with the rest of the map; for this reason the author
has done well to cite well-known examples from the horoscopes
of welI-known men. Since Carter says that «Five symbolises man as
the potential master of Nature and natural forces
the writer would
point out that the value of pentagonal aspects is magical rather than
« intellectual ». Charts showing an unusual number of Quintiles and
are interesting from this point of view, whether favourable or otherwise. The chart of Mrs. Annie Besant is a case in
point.
.:

•

James H. Hyslop-His Book
COLLATED BY GERTRUDE 0. TUBBY
(Vork Printing Co., Vork, Pa.)

This work is a piece of Psychic Research in the strictest meaning
of the word and therefore painstaking and free from strained conclusions. It is detailed, thorough, and highly convincing of
one of the greattions received from or of the late Professor
est names in Psychical Research in America. Communication of evidential value was received within five hours of Prof. Hyslop' s death.
and evidence was received continuously, for more than a year, through
mediums both in England and America . all of whom were utterly unaware of the identitv of the sitter. It is only fair to the reader to inform
him that the book has its interest mainly in the cumulative evidence
which is brought forward ; that it is a detailed verbatim record and ·
has not been « rehandled » for easy reading; and that its domain is
that of a highly valuable record in the l'ldvance of Psychic Science.
Such work is arduous, and requires an amount of toil in verification
which is little suspected by those who have not followed this line of
Research. As a record of observations, it is invaluable, and adds yet
another stone to the solid foundation on which is rising the Observatory of Psychic Understanding.

Life -

A S11mbol

MAURICE H. FARBRIDGE
tSlle1•ntt nud Hug hes , i\lnnellester, England •• fff·)

This is in no sense. a treatise on symbology, nor does it set forth
symbols as a force in and of themselves. It is, as .the author rumself
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words it: -«a non-technical consideration of the significance of tlie
imaginative faculty and the influence of symbolism in various aspects
of life ». The author, who is Professor of Religion in the State University of Iowa, suggests that «symbols are the only keys by which
certain religious people can enter their spiritual home. The question
whether the key is false or true is of no consequence ».We shall not
labour the point that a false key will not open the desired door, for
Prof. F arbridge has evidently used his terms loosely. Yd it should
be said that the book itself is of the nature of a compromise between
the historical and the psycho-analytical school of thought, and a compromise is usually an uneasy seat. It is none the less a seat of observation, and Prof. Farbridge is a lover of the Golden Mean. A typical (and excellent) example of his bala:nce may be given. He says :
«The fanatic and the formalist both essay to build a temple to the
Holy Spirit. The form,alist is satisfied with raising the structure, and
a sorry taper here and there makes darkness visible. The fanatic
kindles so many lights and with so little care that he burns his edifice
to the ground from excessive illumination.»

The Creative Power of the Mind - Succesful
Achievement - Constructive Child Training
CHRISTIAN D. LARSON
(L. N.

and C.o. London)

These three little books consist of a number of midget essays, intended to teach how to develop oneself. They are all based on the
efficacy of continued thought. They are written in the simplest style,
and ring many changes on this same theme. There is a practical feeling - one had almost said a scheduled feeling - in every little essay,
and the result is a blend of sound psychology and applied common
sense. Their very homeliness and honesty of purpose should win them
an approved place.
Numbers have, in themselves, an intellectual and scientific value.
The earlier numbers are intimately associated in the Divine Plan;
the later numbers are the generating cause of the variety resulting
from the expression of unity in multipicity.

national nnb Jnternntionnl 2\strology
Moon, Feb tll, t. 1111 I P•

Greenwich

For Indications p1•lo1• this date, see the December Issue of THE SEER

F

OR THE WEST OF EUROPE. - The lunation falls

in the sign of Aquarius and in the House of Religions and
Philosophy, which, in International Astrology, also has the
meaning of sea and long distance traffic, and when under
the rules of Aquarius, of aviation, also. The lunation is not at all af•
flicted, but, on the contrary; indicates a valuable trine to Mars in the
Ascendant in Cancer. There is strong likelihood, then, of some traffic
record being broken, either on the ocean or over the ocean, in spite
of the fact that F eb·March is not a favourable period for travel.
Religious factors are not usually striking enough to appear as isolated
phenomena, but this lunation is also highly favourable to some im·
portant religious event, such as the foundation of some organization
both militant and reform at the same time.

England. - The situation, here, seems to indicate a strengthening
of the governmental power, and a rather surprising turn of affairs
which will intensify the strife of classes. It would not be surprising
if some ceremonial issue - possibly having to do with the Navy -.
brought up a sharp public issue which, however will turn in favor of
Royalty.
_,
- ';-?.
France. - The presence of Leo on the cusp of the House of Fin·
ance, in a lunation otherwise favourable, is a good indication for the
financial interests of F ranee, and it is striking to note that though the
shows an influx of immigrants into this country, there will be
little unemployment. The gold reserves are likely to be especially
high.
CermanJ). - There is likely to be an important international
cision given, which is favourable to Germany, while, at the same
time, the good effect of this is lkely to be spoiled by bad statesmanship.
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Spain. - This lunation falls in the sign which rules Spain, and.
as we have said, it is a favourable month. lt is likely to be marked by
some event of importance which will greatly heighten Spain's prestige
in the world, already greatly advanced by the efficient manner in
which the recent rebellion was quelled. This may take the . form of
some important discovery, some daring venture, or, possihly, the establishment of a democratic Constitution.
Italy; - This lunation is less favourable to Italy than to France.
There may be some trouble arising in the mountain districts, especially in the regions accorded to this country after the W arid War. The
month is likely to witness the steady increase the anti-Fascist feeling,
the big trials having intensified the movement rather than diminished
it.
Jugoslavia. - There seems to be a rather unusual quietude over
the whole of the Balkan region, so far as the International situation
is concerned. The peace of negociations is likely to be
by
some issue inserted by an outsider (either Germany or Russia) to pre·
vent the establishment of Balkan harmony, and this may take the
fonn of frontier difficulties, or skirmishes.
Russia. - The indications are highly favourable for Soviet Russia, and the month is likely to see some coup attem'pted, the failure of
which will appear to bring support to the Dictature. It is highly probable, however, that this will be of brief duration, and the succeeding
months will witness the fall of Stalin.

lttJia. - There is likely to be a serious reawakening of the spirit
of revolt in the native provinces. The financial situation will prove
worse than has been supposed, <Jnd the British Government will be
forced to vote special subsidies for India.

Japan. - Very doubtful and stormy period. Strikes and political
disturbances. Probably a fall of the Government.
United States. - The month promises te be a troubled one. The
map shows a good deal of exposure of corruption and graft, reaching
into the highest places, and members of the Cabinet and senators
will nc:it be immune. The question of giving liberty to the outlying
possessions of the country is likely to become a burning issue, as is also
the problem: of immigration relations with Asia.
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Hermetic Numeroloty .. II

T

HE NUMBER ONE - The fondamental principle 9f
this number is unity. No number is possible which is not
either a multiple of one or a multiple of some fractional
part of One. Moreover every number, regarded as a number,
has identity and therefore Unity, since it may be divided. The
Pytha,gorean sages used this to show that One, as the Ordering
Principle, was in everything, since that which was not One was also
One. In modern phrasing this would be said : eyecy number is a
relative Unity, but can be reduced to an Absolute Unity - the
Divine. « There is One God > was not a phrase designed merely
to exclude all other gods, but set forth God as One, the fundamenh1
Unit and the all-sustaining Principle.

- The Occult Geometry of One - This is always represented as
a single line, usually perpendicular. It is often shown with the lemnescate - a symbol like a figure 8 laid horizontally - above it,
but never below. The lemnescate below the line is a symbol in black
magic. Euclidean geometry declares a line « to be the nearest distance
between two points », but the esoteric meaning of this statement of
Euclid was that a line is the direct, or the nearest distance, between
the known human and the unknown divine: In the 22nd. stanza of
the Second Book of the Divine Pymander of Hermes T rismegistus
it is shown how God «linked the line, breaking ,through the strength of
the (cosmic) circles and made manifest. . . . :> the m:anifestation
itself belonging to the number Two.
The S:ymbolic Concordances of the number One.-Astrologically.
One is in special relation with the Ist sign of the zodiac; Aries, not by
reason of its rulership by Mars, but by reason of
bein" the place
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of Exaltation of the Sun. It has also a special relation to the planet
Mercury.
Alphabetically, it is in correspondance with the letter A of the
English alphabet, and Aleph of the Hebrew alphabet. It is striking
to note that the glyph of this letter in the Hebrew alphabet, according
to Kabbalistic interpretation, is a perfect graphic representation of
the Hermetic rule « as above, so below. »
Kabbalistically, it is THE MAGE, the interpreter of .the
lute, thus indicating divinely inspired intelligence. For the fuller
mieaning of this the student is referred to the Correspondence Course
issued by the Institute on the subject, the IniOSt' complete Course
extant.
Masonically, it indicates the Entered Apprentice. More especially the P1umlb, the Lambskin Apron, the Square and Compass, but
preeminently the Gavel, a body directed by Intelligence to be used
on the Physical Plane - the ta'ble. (Dequer)
The Number ONE in human physiology. - In the higher sense
this is the Complete Man, the microcosmic reflection of the Divine
Macrocosm; but, in a physiological sense, it deals with the head and
the controlling nervous system centered in the brain. It follows, therefore, that if Numerology be applied to questions dealing with the
health, a reply :which brings forth the number ONE m!ay deal with
mental cure if the extended number be favourable, or with nervous
troubles if the extended number be menacin·g. (The process will be
set forth in a later paragraph.)

The Number One in musical tone, and in colour. - It is peculiarly
difficult to determine what was the Pythagorean and the Hermetic
teachings on musical tone, since the nodes were entirely different
from those of IIl!Odern times. We cannot agree with Zain, however,
in ascribing B in the scale of C Major to the Number ONE, for the
very clear reason that this note was unknown both in the . Early
Egyptian and Early Hellenic nodes. There seems every reason to
ascribe the tone Do, or C Natural in the scale of C. Major. In spite
of the strength of the
in Harmony, the Tonic is even
more decisive.
The corresponding colour is a luminous violet, and this again
sho.ws that the sign Aries, in this connection is treated as the exaltation of the Sun, and not as the rulership of Mars. The spiritual light of
the Sun is an intense blue-violet, the orange yellow is the color of the
Jays that
tlie Eart:Ji.

HERMmTIC NUMEROLCCY
The
ONE as used in Names - It is to be remembered
that Numerology may not only be allied to letters but also to the
·sound indicated by those letters. Thus, for example, to give the same
rhythm value to the letter A in the four following names : James,
Dan, Hall, and Thomas would be contrary to tradition, since early
languages did not have the confusion of pronunciation which is Su
rife in English.
But rhythm value is not the same as Hermetic letter-and-number
value. The most careful work done so far in the application of
numbers to English sounds has been done by S.H. Ahmad, and
a special application of this to Chri$tian names has recently been
published by Mabel Ahmad. A few examples may be of interest:
among the
names :which resolve into the number One are
Barbara, Bessie, Catherine, Charlotte, Cleopatra, Daphne, Delia,
Dolores, Dorothy, Eloise, Emily, E;sther, Eve, Geraldine, Hope,
Imogen, Iris, Jenny, Jess, Joy, Lottie, Lucille, Mabel, Minnie, Nellie
Rosalie, Silvia, Sonia, Susan, Theresa and Viola. Among the mas<?uline names which resolve into ONE are Adolphus, Alan, Alfred,
Algernon, Andrew, Anthony, Bob, Byron, Clarence, Clement,
Cuthbert, Dan, Edmund, Eliot, Everard Fergus, Francis, Frederick,
Horace, Julius, Lancelot, Leo, Michael, Ned, Olaf, Philip, Rob,.
Rolf, Teddy, Theodore, and Willie. Most of these are digit 10,
which reduces to I , but a few - such as Lancelot reduce to 19,
to I0 by addition of the digits, and so again to 1.

In order to m;ake this list of names easier for the reader to follow,
a list of letters and their values (according to the Ahm,ad system)
follows: A short, I ; A broad, I 0; A broad as an initial, 11 ; B, 2;
C soft, 60;
20; Ch soft, 3; Ch hard, 20; D 4; E 10; E
as initial, 11; F, 80; G, 3; H aspirate, 5; H guttural 8; H mute O;
I short, I ; I short as initial, I ; I as «ee», 11 ; I long, 10; I long as
initial, 11; J, 3; K, 20; L, 30; M, 40; N, 50; 0, 6; 0 before an
«r», 7, 0 as an initial, 7; Ow (as in Owl), 7; P. 80; Ph, 80; Q,
20; R, 200; S, 60; S sibilant, 90; Sh, 300; S with «Z» sound, 7;
T dental sound, 400; Th hard, 4; Th soft, 9; U, 6; UE.. 16; .U
short, 1; V, 80; W. 6; Wh aspirated, 11 ; X, 80; X sounded as
«Z», 7; Y long, 1; Y short 10; Y long as a terminal letter 11 ; Z

7.

In the Dequer system, the numeration is simpler, and is based on
the .letters as they actually occur in a name, The list runs as follows :
A, 1; B!2_;_c! 3_; D. 4_; E. 5_; U,V_!w. 6; z .. 7_; H. Ch! Th! 9;.
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I,Y,J, IO; C,K,C,K, 1l; L. 12; fy1, 13; N. 14; X. 15; 0 . 16! F,
P :,P.h, 17; Sh. Ts, Tz. 18;; Q. 19; R. 20. S, 21 and T. 22.
. The reader, somewhat puzzled by these two systems, which will
produce entirely different digit numbers, may ask which of the two
is to be followed. It is to be remarked that the one system is based
on tone or sour :l, and the other on letter; the first is rhythmic, and
the second is both Ka'bbalistic and Hermetic. A testing of the two
systems seems to bring this conclusion : if the question to be asked
numerologically is to deal with the harmony between two persons.
in. which case it is desirable to find out if their rhythms correspond,
then the tone value system of Ahmad is of value. For example,
Andrew (I ) will agree better with Eloise ( 1) than with Martha (8) ;
aad Esther (1) is not likely to be happy with Godfrey (6). The
same principle may be applied to cities which will
favourable to
one, and not to another. The system has been used for racing, as
when the name of a horse is in harmony with the bettor, - with
what success it would be difficult to say. But the value of the system
seems to lie in this harmony of rhythms, and these harmonies have
also been applied to time.
The Dequer method is of sterner stuff, and is of far wider application. The process is as follows. Take any name: John L. Smith is
selected by Oequer. Give to each letter its number - 10+ 16+8+
I 4+ 12 + 21 + 13 + 10 + 9 totalling to 113. This is called the Gross
Root. Add these together or involve them and we get 5. This is called
the Super Root. This man was born F eh. 12, 1892, or Month 2,
12, 1892, by addition 2+3+20 equal 25 for a Gross Root. Add
together the two Gross Roots, whidh equals 138, giving, again 12,
and thus 12 is the true Super Root .of this individual. The Power
of the name is then found by subtracting the Super Root from the
Gross Root, dividing the product by 9 and adding I to the quotient.
This is true Hermetism:, although somewhat modernized, and by
skilful usage of the system and various keys which can be ·used to
apply it to the important issues of daily life, much
may
be gained, and coming events may be predicted. As this course is
necessarily condensed, the reader who desires to become proficient
iB the system will do well to purchase Oequer's book and work at
it himself. In the following issues of the Seer we shall give only
the traditional Hermetic teaching which is accepted by advanced
students of aU ·schools, and illustrative paragraphs of the :working
of these principles in the two leading systems.
·(To be continued),
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HERAUSGEBER · UND SCHRIFTLEITER
DR. H. KORCH
DUSSELDORF, KEPLERST!t. 11.
BEZUGPREIS : JAEHRLICH I 0.-M

WJHRES LUU ASTRALE
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR SEELISCHE
.

.
.

KULTUR-LEBENS
und HEILREFORM

-

SHRIFTLEITER: Willy Dobberkau
Kotzschenbroda--Sachsen
HERAUSGEBER: Rudolf Besser.
BEZUGPREIS, Halbjahrlich M 4
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NATURWEGE DER ERKENNTNIS
Herausgeber und Verantwortl
Schriftleiter

A. FRANK GLAHN
Erscheint MonatlichBezngspreis %Jahr Mk 3.40
•. Verlag uml Expedition:
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URANUS-VERLAC
WEMMINGEN, Bayern.

MIRACLE HEALTH ·FOOD
A PERFECT and NATURAL FOOD, containing all the
elements which are essential to repair the daily waste of the body, and
the wear of mental and physical forces; this food contains the materials
in the right proportions for building the brain, bone, and muscle.
Send me a Freewill' Offering, now, and
tructions, telling you how to make and to
as you are satisfied that it is all and more
as your sense of justice prompts you- the
spreading the work.

I will send you my complete insuse Miracle Health Food. _<\s soon
than I claim for it, send such sum
funds so received will be used for

FREE-With every order, a Health and Longevity Secret
Remit by cheque or Money Order. International Money Orders
to be made pay age on Jacksonville, Fla. U.S.A. All orders receive
prompt and personal attention.
JAMES E. Mc MAHEL (Pub.)
Lock Box 41-A.
White House, Florida, U. S. A .

W. FRANKLAND

Madame

BISHOP ANDERSON
55 nounclary Road, St. John s Woori

New Me1sures in Astrology

Road, London N. W. 8
(Late 27 Old Bond St.)
(Pl1one : Maida Vale 5621))
Consulting Psychologist

Keys to Symbo lie Dire·ctin g
Win undertake Horoscopes, Directions, Rectifications, Interviews. On e
Guinea Horoscope specially recommended.

Clairvoyante et Olairaudiente
Crystal Readings
Test Medium
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Apply: 8 Queeti's Garcleq,

Readiugs and Psychologica l studies
from Hands,. Photograph.s, LetLers,et.c
Consultations by appointment

Lancaster Gate
.

LONDON, W. 2

PSYCHOLOGIST SAYS:

Has Occult Power
Distributes Free Book Describing Unique System which has been tested by
scores of New Students who Report Astounding Results. Also sends Free
Psycho-Analysis Character Delineation to all who write at once.
8e nd you1· foH 1rnn1 c a 11d add ress plninly prin ted (state whe'tlier M1·., Mrs
o,. Miss), aurl address ynlll' lette r tu : PSYCHOLOGY FOUNDATION, S.A.
(Free Distribution Dept. f5c32- L), Nu . 18, ru e de Lun<lres, Brnssels, Be lgium.
If yo u wish you may en elose 4d. (stamps of yo ur ow n co1m t ry) to pay post::ig:e, etc. Be s1u e to pu t s uffi eien t pos ta ge on ya m: lett er.

What's in yoLtr Nat'l'le ?
Would you know yourself? Then get a «Blue-Print of Your Life»
Special offer until end of year $15.
ENTIRE name at birth; birth date; marriage; mother's maiden name.

Advice for a year «How to meet your experiences each month »
(Special offer from now through 1931 for $1.25)
ARLYNE CHALMERS
Box 323-San Francisco-California, U.S.A.

Healing tne silent way PSYCHIC READINGS
1

Treatment for diseased conditions
of mind, body or estate DAILY.
Through faith I have had wonderful success in healing and teaching
those who are ailing physically, finanor spiritually.
Love offerings only

AND FIVE QUESTIONS

VORA ..B. DURAND

MIOBIOAN

S:PRING VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

Answered for one Doll:...r
IRENE RODA. BOX 89
LINCOLN PARK

U.S. A.

mental
SGiBilGB

magazino

Revue d'Astro/ogie, Esoteri·
que et Exoterique et cles Scien·
ces Psychiques et Occultes.

fflEn 181 SCiBDCB LeaUUB

Prix du numel'O : 3 fr. 50 fran<}ais
ABONNEMEN"l' ANNUEL :
France et Colonies... :35 fr. fran<}ais
ETRANGER :
Pays clans I 'accord
de Stockholm...... 40 .'.'r. fran<}ais
Autres pays (Etats
Unis, Angletene) 45 fr. fran<}ais
Numero gratuit sur demande
INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE
DE CARTHAGE

109, No. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO ILL.

CARTHAGE - TUNISIE
Afrique du Nord

T.f yo n are interested in any branch
of new t liongbt, mental and occult
f::lcienc·e Magazin e. NO CHARGES
to j oin new Mental Science League
a11 1.I rePei rn sample copy Mental
F.f'1 enr·e .Magazin e. NO CHARGES
OR DUES.

I Challenge
yo u t li nt l will teach yo u, by mail,
in one lcsiso n, th e simplest, shortest
111 ctli ocl of a ll fo 1·$l.OO.Not telepa thy.
Yon ra n !'earl, one 's mind to a dot,
by only lookin g- in th e eyes of partner, cli11111, s weet heart, etr,. P raised
hy New York, Boston, Montrea·l P oli er. r,hi efa ; co ll eges ; Thurston ;
Blac ksto ne ; etc.

-

A. HONIGMAN 5390 Clarke Street
Montreal, Canada

One Question
Any Subject
FREE
Complete Reading 8 3.00
E nclose self-add ressed
starnred enYelope fo r repl y
No obligation
Address :
H. J. KIRCHAN
93-28th . St. Milwaukee-Wis.

u. s. A.

"RESPONDA"
'I'he Talking card and pendulum
F or Messages from the Unknown,
and Development of Telepathy
This provides an easy means of
personal investigation into the psycbic. It is just a lettered card, and a
pendulum so quickly responsive that
res ults come even to those not consider ed to possess mediumistic fa culty.
Brings help and comfort to many,
sitting alone in their own homes.
H eavy gilt-edged Bevelled Card
witb Pendulu m complete, post paid
United Kingdom, 3s. 8cl., Canada and
U.S.A., $1.00 ; other countries, 4s.
3d.
Also.
« RESPONDA LUMINOUS »
A new form of «Responda.»
Can be seen in the Dark !
This is th e same in principle as th e
onlin a.ry «Respond a», but is self-luminous, a nd can .be used in light, dusk,
or complete darkness. It gives an indescriba ble sense of the psychic, and
is .an id eal fo rm to aid development.
Compl et e in case, post paid, borne,
J.5s. 6d .; colonies a nd abroad, J.8s. 6d.,
or '4.50. (Please note Money Orders
payable P.O. Cbiswick, Bedford Park,
Lond on, W. 4, Eng.)
Both ohlainable from R.A. Robson,
Dept. Ph. F.
21 Fairfax Rold,
0

London, .w. 4,

A COURSE OF 24 LESSONS BASED ON THE '1EACHINGS OF THE .
BHAGAVAD GITA
Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga)
1. 'l'he Preliminary of Shutting· Off 13. 'l'be Equilibrium of Life-Death.
from the Sense-Wo1·ld.
1-±. Into Life Sacrifice Death.
2. On the Mastery of Ang'rl'.
15. Further on « 81iutting Off from
3. Never Regret-Grieve Naught.
tbe Sense-vVorlcl».
4. On the Purpose of Life.
5. Seeing the Soul.
16. Prevention of the Flow of Prana.
6. Tasting the Soul.
17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath.
7. Contacting the Soul-Lives.
18. Regeneration 'l' brough Fasting.
H. Conquest of the Kingdom.
HJ. Mo rtifi cation and Deta<•liment of
9. Gov ernment by Leadership.
tbe Heart.
JO. Inhibition of Thought by Silence.
21. Using the Breath Rhythm.
11. The Sound That Resounds
'.l'hrough the Soul.
22. E limin ating Worry.
12. What You Have to Do W!Jile
23. Ra;ja Yoga.
24. Do W hat Thou Wilt.
Culti va tirn>· the Silence.
FEE £ 10.00.00

THE LA TENT UGHT CULTURE, TINNh'VET LY, IVDIA

..
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Articles on
- Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry, Graphology
Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena
Mysticism
With a Digest of the Latest News in
Psychic Research and Occult Interests
THI: OCCULT DIGEST

Monthly 25 c.
1900 North Clark Street, CHICAGO. U.S. A.
Subscription - 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign

OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
AND SPIRITUALISM

Compiled b:y William C. Hartmann

AN INTERNATIONAL COMPILATION
PRICE
0

"

s.

1.oo POSTPAID

HARTMANN'S WHO'S

WHO "

NEW ISSUE : Completely Revised; Greatly Improved; New
Features Added; More Comprehensive Throughout.
(A Biography, Directory and Bibliography Combined)

The Standard Reference Work -of the World
Price : 3.00 Dollars, Postpaid

The Occult Press,

Box 43, JAMAICA, L. /., 'l'l· Y.

Tl1E NEW YORK ASTROLOGER
A Scholarly periodical in popular
lan o·uao·e,
wiLh a sense of humo r
0
ancf a literary flair. A brilliant
g l'onp of contributors from all
parts of the world. On e dollar n
year.
Published quarterly
Single coptes 35 cents
ELIZABETH ALDRICH
136, West 12th Street
NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

AHE YOU
SEEJ(CNG TRUTH
Koreshanity solves all universal
riddles. Gives the true answers to
the questions of life, death and immortal attainment.
Literature free. Write

Tha Ou1d na Star Puulishing House
Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A.

PSYCHIC WO!\LD MONTHLY
Founded by Chas H. Leitenberg.
Now published by
.Jennie 1\1. DAWES KIRKEL
Editor

oG3 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, P a

U.S. A.
S n bsc ription s 1.25 dollar a year
(Foreign) - Domesl ic 1 dollar
N01E . - Spiritualism carries a
great truth. Same is being told fearlessly and intelligently by a group
of truth seekers in the above publication. One of the oldest <1efenders
of Spiritualism in America.

MODERN

ASTRbLOG1

Th e Great
Astrological
Review founded by A la n Leo in 1890
Editress: Mrs. ALAN LEO.
Prit e: One l:lhilling net
Annual Subscription: Posl-Free,13/ MODERN ASTROLOGY OFFICES
Imperial Buildings-Ludgate Circus
LONDO N E. C. 4

THE CHURCH OF
THE NEW•AGE
MAGAZINE
Spreading the N1ew Age Teachings
Subscription: 12 r t•pies 3/ 6 post
free. U. S. and Canada 14 copies
Dollar post free.
The Editor:
Church of the New Age, Raby Street
MANCHESTER. ENGLAND

THE MOON'S SlGN BOOK

'l'hc Plnneta1•y dnlly ,;;·nldc 101• n.11
BY LIEWELIN GEORGE
PJint;i the Way to Success

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers,
poultry raisers will find in it directions for using planetary vibrations
to incr ease a nd improve production.
Business people find it a decided aid
in th e de velopment of important
venLures. lt is a Moon's Sign Book.
Gi ves tbe lVIoon 's pbases, signs and
dates on wbich to act for best res ults. Th ese dates are calculated
from known planetary positions and
based on established astrological
facts. Th e 25th. arinual edition for
1930 is striking Send for a copy
today and begin at once to
Act in Harmony with Natural Law
(130 pages catalog FREE)
Llewellyn Publishing Company

As trological Bldg.,
8921 T.S. National Blvd., Palms,
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

The Rosicracian Digest
«COVERS THE WORLD»
(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle »)

Official International Magazine of theWorld-wide Ro!Jicrucian Order
AMORC
Three dollars per year
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC
THE Ros1cRUCIAN ORDER
• Roaloruclan Park • Se.n Jos•. Oal • • u. s. A.

25 c. per copy

. p/

Your own M"nd
Mo re man·el011s thn n t he por;e1: of !'lie Magician's Wand, i s t h e power that
cnn be d e1·e lopecl in the new ly cli sco1·ererl cos mic aL·ea s of yonr own mind.
Yo u can tn 1·11 your mental i;ictures into living, vibrating waves of power
that ll"iH .rcac lt other minds or nt,tract to yo ur consci ousness the cr eative laws
of nature 11·hi clt bring y o ur menta l images and des ires into material reali;1,ation.

A FREE Book fo1• YOU
'l'he R osic- rn cia ns t h rongltout the wo rld for ce n(nri es 11a1·e lieen the l\1fo s ter
l\il inrls i n de; e loping sc lf-erfk i ency nncl s. clf-cl-01 nin atio n ove r t he obsta-0l es of
life. 'l'lt e i r s erret kn o wledg e a11·d s trn nge me t·hod s ha1·e marl e them admired
su 1'.ccsso::: c 1·e ryw he r e.
They a re pledged to help others -; ust ns y ou w ill g-ln rlly s ltnre yo u r kn owledge and s t>t·l ess fn l e x pe t ienccs 1r i t h othe rs. They ha1·e prepared a book
T iley a r e p'.e:lg·: d to lt e lp othc1s- :i11·s t a s yo n wiH g lad.[y sha r e yo ur knowlodgedge nnd s uues sfo l ex pet ienres with othet s . They have prnpared a book
- 11 ew, fa scinat: ng, in s t rn di1·e, and pract ica.J- w l1i ch teHs about t h eir helpfu l11 cs;;. It i · ·ailed «The Light of h":g_vpt»-t he land where vVJ1 it e Magic first
g·a1·e man lti s pow-e r to l: e ma ste1f11·l. The rn up on below will bring it to vou
withont· ohl:g·ation. Here awa its you th e p oss iLility of a n ew and greate r life.
REMEMBER- The
trne R.o sirrnc·ian s are kn o wn as tl 1e AMOR C all
01·er t he worlrl. One nam e , one pnrpose, one irleal- to he lp mank ind.
Tl: ose who exp ert someth in g- FANTAS'lIC OR WEIRD in tl1e Ros icrucian T enchingR WILL BE DISSAPPO!NTED.

Librarian
Rosicrucian Brotherhood
(AUIOI'<')

.JOSE, Cnllf.

(Perpetuating Tha Original Ros!crucian Fraternity)

HERE IS THE WAY
Librarian H. X. L.
Ro£icrucian Brotherhood (Amore)
San Jorn, California
Plea f\e send me, wi t ho u t obligation,
a copy of «Tlt e Li ght of Eg-\'p b> n ncl
samp le Je:;so n.
N ame ... ......... .. .. .. .. .. ..... . . . . .. ... .. .
Add ress

